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Pavin wins first major golf tourney
by edging out Norman in U.S. Open
Story on Sports/6
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Hazel
woman's
95
identity stolen
again and again
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
What would you do if someone
stole your identity?
Imagine that you've lived in
western Kentucky your whole
life. You've worked for the same
company for 21 years and have a
spotless credit record.
One day, you try to buy some
land on which to build your
"dream house" and your same
credit union of 21 years tells you
that your more than S30,000 in
debt for a car and furniture that
you never bought from a state
you've never visited.
Judy Walker of Hazel knows
this story better than anyone
because it is her's.
"I feel like there must be
somebody out there who can help
me, but the more 1 look around
the more dead ends I run into,"
Walker said.
It all started in 1989 when
Walker began receiving letters
from the IRS stating that she
owed back income taxes.
For the next six years, Walker
would write the agency and tell it
that it must have made some mistake since she filed jointly with
her husband and checked everything meticulously.
"I didn't think anything of it
because I always made sure
everything was correct before I
sent the tax forms in," Walker
said.
And each year, the IRS would
send a letter back stating the
problem had been found and

JUDY WALKER
would not be a factor the next
year.
After each letter, Walker
would put the incident behind
her.
"1 thought when the IRS said
something, they meant it," Walker said.
In 1993, when she and her husband Bruce decided to buy land,
they turned to the same credit
union Walker had worked with
for 21 years to borrow the down
payment.
Because she had always paid
her debts on time she didn't
expect a problem, but there was
one.
"These people (the credit
union) knew me by name and I
thought the money I needed was
well within my credit line," she
• See Page 2
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CLASSICAL PREPARATION: Performers make last minute adjustments as they prepare for Sunday's presentation of -The Music Man,"
a classical American musical showing at the Playhouse in the Park. Final performances are June 22-25 with Thursday through Saturday
performances beginning at 8 p.m. and the Sunday performance beginning at 2 p.m. For more information, call (502) 759-1752

Pullen bequest largest for MSU
An elderly farmer sits on his front
porch and stares out over the fields
he once entered at daybreak with his
team of strong and trusty mules.
The redundant squeak on the porch
swing is muffled by the roar of
machinery churning the earth by the
glare of burning headlights, and the

farmer sighs, "Times, they are achangin.."
Times have certainly brought
change to agriculture education at
Murray State University since the
first agriculture class was offered 70
years ago in 1925, and thanks to the
spirit and generosity of one of the

•Soo Page 2

at one time was made in February to
the MSt.1 txiard of regents by II
Glenn Doran,('EO of Peoples Bank
of Murray. and executor of the
Pullen estate The gift comes in the
form of an approximate SI million

III See Page 2

Largest steamboat
aground in Ohio

Residents
struggle to
quell fears
CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP) —
Residents of this western Kentucky town are struggling to deal
with their sadness and fear over
the death of a 24-year-old mother
fatally shot while watching her
3-week-old daughter in their new
home.
Theresa Miller died from a
single gunshot wound to the head
Friday, state police said.
Miller's husband, David, 28,
found his wife when he got home
from work. The family had just
moved into the house several
months ago. The couple's daughter, Lynscy, was found unharmed
in another part of the house.
Those who knew Theresa Miller are having a hard time understanding who would want to harm
a woman descnbed as friendly
and shy.
"I can't visualize why anybody would want to hurt her,"
said a neighbor, Wayne Peck.
She didn't have a mean bone
in her body." said Sherry Northcutt, who taught a Sunday school
class the Millers attended at First
Baptist Church of Calvert City.
She was very canng and giving.
She was kind of quiet and shy,
but she was always smiling and
sweet, very soft-spoken and very
sensitive.-

area's agricultural pioneers, Murray
State will be able to meet the
consistently changing expansive
nerds across the university's sers ice
as-ca and prepare ag students for the
21st century
Announcement of the university's largest bequest ever received

JIM MAHAN(Sit,09111
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FIRED UP: Firefighters from the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Department worked Friday for more than
two hours to extinguish a tire off Highway 1346. The fire, which involved 30 cars, was apparently started
by an acetylene torch used by Ronald Letchfield.

Jury sees more than expected
PRINCETON. Ky. (AP) — It
was a request that caught the
judge and prosecutor off paid.
A defense auorney, defending
a man charged with rape and sexual abuse of a 7-year-old child,

wanted the jury to see the man's
penis.
The alleged victim had drawn a
picture of her attacker's penis.
indicating it had freckles and a
mole.

"As soon as I read that. I was
down at the jail with the guy I
was trying the case with ...." said
defense attorney Torn Glover, "I
MI Soo Page 2

HAWESVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
The tall stacks of history's largest
steamboat belched black smoke
and its paddlewheel spun uselessly as tow boats used to pull it off
a riverbank so it could continue
its maiden voyage
But the 418-foot American
Queen. bound from New Orleans
to Pittsburgh to pick up passengers for its inaugural cruise.
remained aground this morning
as the level of the Ohio River
came up slightly overnight in the
area about 130 river miles
downstream from Louisville
The 285 invited guests and 159
crew members aboard the ship
were in no danger, and the passengers were enjoying them
selves, officials said today
Running ahead of schedule, the
vessel was intentionally beached
on the riverbank early Sunday to
wait for an aerial photograph to
be taken, officials said When the
crew attempted to resume the
voyage, the boat wouldn't budge.
The river was 2'A feet lower
than when the boat was
grounded. the National Weather
Service reported this morning.
although it was about a foot high•
er than a report late Sunday
night. The forecast called for the
nye/ to nse only about four more
inches by Tuesday before another
fall in the water level this week
Patti Young. vice president of

Delta Queen Steamboat Co
which owns the American Queen.
said by marine telephone this
morning that she and the passen-

gers were unaware of steps the
crew was taking to lighten the
boat, such as dumping water and
off-loading diesel lucl
'We arc continuing on a typical sicamtxtating experience and
we've gone through the different
shows and entertainment that we
schedule normally." Young said
'1.ast night we had a special dinner. a captain's dinner People
got all dressed up and we had
two seatings for dinner and
champagne '•
Everyone remained aboard as
the daylong efforts Sunday to dislodge the ship drew a few dozen
onlookers -- some armed with
on the nearby
binoculars
Indiana shore
"We thought it was a towboat
hung up. and then we saw that
and said 'whoa" at the size of
the sternwheeler. Cannelton, Ind
resident Matt Davis said.
The gargantuan riverboat.
christened June 2. is scheduled to
begin its inaugural cruise June 27
with passengers paying up to
S9.400 for top-of-the line rooms
Late Sunday, water storage
tanks were drained to reduce the
ship's weight, said company
spokeswoman Tern Monaghan.
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•Identity...
FROM PAGE 1
said
The credit BRION minted ha
application because of unpaid
items on her credit report
The repart COIABIACCI a 1993
/91$SJIA (host and 14011140C Both
had been pur,hatrd in Naples.
FLa
Some Walker had never been
to 1-torid.a. kt alone Naples. she
was shokked
-I told the .redit union that
this was a mistake and dte) told
inc I was making it up.- shc said
Vialker wrote Nissan and
requested a ,op y ol the loan
appli.ation tor the my sterioui

I, •

'at

She re,eivcd a phouxopy of an
appli,,t,,,n ,iting Act Soks.21 SeL
Kentu,ky address
and kentu.ky work histot)
The appli.ation also sJIJ
V•41ket had sso•kcJ in IluiJj
"The signature on the arvli.a•
tion was riot mine and l'se ncbct
kt alone worked
been to
there.- she said

Throe. her owe tasesutation.
she discovered that a woman in
Florida had made the ptoLhases
and used Walkers tumor) to be,
the behi‘le and furniture on
,rcdit
Walker .allci a detc.tive in
Naples to in.iutre About the
a0(114 n
Shc as stunned to lind the
esUMJIII IA fklfkla I•as 3 natise of
another Lountr) and was issued
Walker's SOLI41 Salved) number
two different times in the Lourse
of onc month
Walker is unsure how the
woman in Florida obtained %sit cr•s personal history
But at that point she realued
..h) she had the uouble in the
past ssith the IRS
alkct ..alled the so‘tal sc%urts offi,e in Mayfield and told the
suit the problem
"This was their mistake. they
should be the ones to take cafe Of
it.- she said.
She recessed a computer printout stating that she had worked
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•Pullen...

FROM PAGE 1
Northcutt said Theresa and
David Miller met when she was a
teen-ager. They had been married
eight years.
Much of the couple's time lately had been spent working on
their new house and preparing for
the baby's arrival, she said.
"They were so in love. They'd
been married eight years, and in
so many ways, they still acted
like new lyweds,'• she said.
State police said Sunday that
they had no new information to
release on the Case.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
.it Ahitncll

bequest from the estate of the late
Mabel Pullen, widow of Stanley
Pullen, Murray State's first agriculture teacher. Provisions of the will
include the transfer of the 44-acre
Pullen Farm to the Murray State
University Foundation. Following
final settlement. the =minder of
estate funds will also go to the
Foundation. Located within the
Murray city limits, the farm property fronts Doran Road and is
located near Murray High School.
Doran says money from the bequest
will be used for agriculture scholarships, with the land being for the
benefit and use of the MSU agriculture department, which will operate
IL
Longtime friend and neighbor of
Mrs. Pullen, Doran spoke of her
resourcefulness, love of animals
and desire to help young people.
Doran says that the original farm
contained two tracts, the first purchased by Mr. Mien in the 1920s.
He built the barn that still stands on
the. property, hut died before the
mortgage could be retired. To keep
things going, Mrs. Pullen, who also
taught part-time on an intermittent
basis at Murray State from 1925-36,
continued her teaching career in
several local school systems, and
got a job as bookkeeper for Sykes
Lumber Company. A graduate of
Peabody College, Mrs. Pullen was
noted as being versatile and unusually well-qualified for the era in
which she taught. Along with
agriculture, her knowledge in the

horn and mind 111 America and
have had dad orlow sluice I vow
16 years old. sod Os woman can
cow over and wadi my credit
and nothing is done so her,"
Walker said.

Also this year. the IRS once
again would not let her file
because of back taxes the agency
said she owed.
"Last year they sent me a
notice saying that they had discovered the problem and not to
worry about it next year and sure
enough I had the same problem
again.
"What does it take to get
through to these people?" Walker

asked.
Walker has bow forced to
dismiss all bar personal dacemenu so include her maiden
Mae.
"Everything I've worked tor to
build oa my same must be
changed and eaplained. It's not
fair, it was their mistake and I'm
the one who paid for it, it's past
not fair," she said.
To date, the woman in Fonda
has never been arrested or even
brought in for questioning by
Florida law enforcement officials.
"It's like they don't care," she
said. "I thought the government
was there to protect its citizens,
not hurt them."
The story doesn't end. In April
Walker's son decided to buy a
car and she was informed by the
same credit union that another
person had her son's Social Security number.
The man lived in Florida.
"Who is the law?" Walker
asked.
"I've lost all faith in the system. This has cost me more than
time and money. In some ways it
cost me my life." she said.

fields of math, biology and English
were also shared.
"She did this and still operated the
farm — all of this during the
depression," says Doran. It wasn't
long until she had the bills paid and
the farm paid off."
He says eventually she bought the
second farm, paid for it and began
making investments. The second
farm was sold several years ago to
the Murray City School System and
was the building site where Murray
High School now stands. The
original farm purchased by Mr.
Pullen is the one left to the MSU
Foundation.
"I think she had a sincere desire to
help young people complete an
education," says Doran concerning
Pollen's vision. "She understood the
value of her own education, had
experienced hard times and wanted
to help students who were striving
to complete their education. I think
this was her motive for leaving the
money to the Foundation."
"She was always very interested
in activities at the university, particularly those within the ag department."
Doran said Pullen displayed
many familiar attributes of her generation,"She was a very thrifty lady;
I don't think she ever owned a car
and remained exceptionally active
for her age. I remember once seeing
her on top of a corn crib on the
farm," he chuckled. "She was
wearing overalls and boots and had
climbed a ladder to check out a
problem on the roof. She must have
been around 80 years old then."
Pullen resided on the farm until a
few years ago when deteriorating
health forced her to move to a local

nursing home. Dating back to the
years that the Pollens taught at
Murray State, their personal farm
was used as a demonstration and
experimental farm and has provided
hands-on experience to many students employed there.
"This bequest should ensure a
prominent nInce for the agriculture
department at Murray State University for the future, which is what
Mn. Pullen wanted to do," explained Doran. Dr. Eldon Heathcots., chairman of the MSU department of agriculture, will chair a
committee to oversee distributions
from the bequest once the estate is
closed. Awarding of the first scholarships could be as much as a year
in the future, due to restrictions of
closing an estate of this size.
"Agriculture remains a very important factor in west Kentucky and
I think it will continue to be for a
very long time," says Doran, who
served for 10 years on Murray
State's board of regents, three of
those as chairman. Both he and
Mrs. Pullen have been honored with
the ag department's prestigious Support Award, only awarded five
times in its history.
"With Murray State's rich heritage of excellence and the trend of
rising enrollment statistics in the
department of agriculture, the Pullen bequest will help recruit even
more students who are yearning to
achieve educational values that the
Pollens fostered," predicts Heathcott. "In addition, it will enable
MSU to offer the quality instruction
needed by those students as they
prepare to enter any one of hundreds
of ag-related careers that stretch far
beyond farm boundaries."

he said, "he dropped his pants
and stood there in front of the
jury, buck naked."
Some of the jurors look
away. Others described to them
what they saw, Glover said.
"I've been doing this almost
15 years, and I've never heard of
this in this state. The manner in
which it was presented to the jury
could have been handled differently," Johnson said.
"When you're in a courtroom,
you've got to make a decision
right now." the prosecutor said.
Glover said his client was mortified but agreed to do what he
had to do for his defense. Glover
said a picture of his client's penis
would not have had the same
effect.
"He said, 'I don't want to do
this, but I would show it to the

whole world to prove I'm innocent,'"Glover said of his client,
13eorge Johnson.
Cunningham noted Johnson
was charged with a Class A
felony.
Cunningham said he would
make the same decision again.
"We use sex to sell cars and
soap," he said. "Men and
women jump in and out of bed
together on prime-time television,
right in front of our children. It is
blatant hypocrisy to be affronted
by a defendant on trial for his life
being given the opportunity to
prove his innocence by displaying, briefly, critical evidence that
just happens to be a private part
of his anatomy.
"There's no question this was
absolutely critical to the
defense."

in December of 1993 Walker
was told by different agencies the
woman in Florida was issued
another number and has not used
Walker's.
But in April 1995, Walker
received a doctor's bill from a
hospital in Florida. She explained
her ordeal and after written proof,
the hospital dropped the claim.
"They said I was lying about
the matter until I showed them
everything I bad." Walker said.

•Jury...

How Will Kentucky Health Care
Reform Affect You?

FROM PAGE 1

CROSt
CANERILW
fer

The Murray Insurance Agency
Will Present A Program On
Kentucky Health Care Reform.
The Featured Speaker Will Be
Sandy Case With American Medical Security.
Location: Peoples Bank (University Branch)
Date *rime: Thursday, June 22, 1995
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

10% I' lh %%ednescla), June 21, 1995.

FROM PAGE 1

•Residents..

FREE COUPON!
Entes Bearer to
"
ne -ee Bea,Hug from
ordc,,s ‘4orre'est Retcver
(ER AN LADIES ONLY PLEASE!)

This seminar Aill address txmh hu,ine.s and individual
health insurance.
•
753-4751

Walker V/MIC congressmen and
senators, only to find more of the
Same.
"Mitch McConnell did straighten out my career earnings and
Social Security benefits up to this
year, and I am thankful for that,
but I was also told as long as she
had my number, the process
would sten all over again," she
said.
"It doesn't seem fair. I was

Geanette Tucker. 44. died
Saturday after being struck by a
vehicle at 12:45 a.m. at the
intersecuon of Highway 641 and
Center Drive.
According to a Murray Police
report. Tucker was struck by a
vehicle driven by Randall Williams who was traveling south on
Highway 641.
Poke said Tucker stepped out
in front of Williams' vehicle as
she was trying to cross the
highway.
Tucker was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital by
ambulance services where she
later died.

Children's Wear

•

Walker said most agencies
would tell her the situation was
out of their jurisdiction and
would wise her another numne, to
call, most of them long distance.
"Nobody would help Every
ume I called someone they would
send me somewhere else." she
said

Woman dies
after being
hit by car
By JIM MAHANES
Ste Wray

TODAY'S KIDDS

she said.
Walker soufied every government agency she amid dusk of
for help Bat ao oule avoid help
ha..
'1 contacted lawyers, police in
both states. the FBI, Seceret Scace. Geraldo. °peak I was getting desperate." she said

resent jobs III gevaal Mies
51111“ Walker bad neva worked outside nesters Kentucky. she
had to arlie bet employer's home
office and request a printout of
Act ‘areer earnings
Walker cunum.ted the Department of Health and Human Sas ices in Florida with this
information
She rei.eived a letter suiting
that a Judy Walker was located in
Florida and dad have the tame
number tinformation which
Walker had already sent them)
In this letter. Walker learned
the -Florida Judy Walker" could
not be issued a new number
be,ause her green card had
cipired. leasing the number an
the possession of the two women
,ouldn•t believe it. her green
card cipires so they leave my
number with her knowing that
she had done these things to mc.-

Pick 3
6-9-6
Pick 4
4-34-2
Lotto
3-6-12-22-36-37

Sponsorod by:

knew when it didn't (have freckles or a mole), there wasn't any
question they (the jury) were
going to have to see thai"
Caldwell Circuit Judge Bill
Cunningham agreed to the
request.
"Evidence that the defendant's
private parts did not have freckles or a mole became extremely
critical to the defendant's
defense," he said last week.
"Such evidence was even more
important since the testimony of
the witness was the only evidence
of guilt."
Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney Russell Johnson said the
defendant took off his shirt to
show the jury be has freckles on
his back, chest and arms. 'Then,

1205 Chestnut. University Plaza. Murray 753 0100
•
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Two Murray State University
ropers have arrived in Bozeman,
Mont. to represent MSU at the
College National Finals Rodeo
(CNFR) being held this week at
Montana State University in the
bean of the beautiful Big Sky
Country.
The nation's top cowboys and
cowgirls travel from all over the
country to compete in this showcase
event of college rodeo that is the
finale of a year's hard work for many
an individual, coach, and supporting parent Students at over 200
colleges across the nation compete
in regional divisions of the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association
(NIRA) for a chance to attend the
"world series of rodeo" which began
in 1949.
Trent Gilliam, a senior agriculture student from Waterloo, will
represent Murray State University
in the team roping event, an event
that owes its very existence to the
everyday chores of the working
cowboy. Being named the Ozark
Region's reserve team roping
champion for 1995 qualified him
for the CNFR. He will be roping in
the finals with fellow MSU teammate Ryan Pressel of Canal
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Instances of Red Maple poisoning in horses occurring within two
western Kentucky counties has been
diagnosed by the Breathitt Veterinary Center during the past week.
Recent wind storms that swept the
region have resulted in hundreds of
trees being blown over. Among the
trees damaged or destroyed were
numerous Red Maple (Acer rubrum).
Wilted leaves of the Red Maple
tree are toxic for horses. Clinical
signs of poisoning are rapid shallow
respiration, profound weakness,
yellow or chocolate-colored mucous membranes of the eye and
mouth, and a brownish discoloration of the blood and urine. Most
horses die within six days following
ingestion of one poufid of wilted

Red Maple leaves. The severity of
the disease is dose-related and supportive therapy by a veterinarian
can be of great benefit and help
some horses to survive.
Laboratory testing is required to
confirm Red Maple poisoning.
Murray State Universiy's Breathitt
Veterinary Center is adequately prepared to provide prompt and accurate test results needed to confirm a
field diagnosis.
Horse owners should consider
the possibility of Red Maple poisoning and take care to pasture horses in
areas where downed trees or limbs
of Red Maples are not accessible.
For more information concerning
Red Maple poisoning, contact your
local veterinarian.

Ag groups among top
donors in last election
•

this was
to the

Winchester. Ohio. Pressel is a
sophomore agn -business student.
Both he and Gilliam also compete in
individual calf roping.
In team roping, the header starts
the time when he hinges out of a
chute in pursuit of the runaway
steer. His job is to rope the steer's
horns, take a dally wrapping the
loose end of his rope around the
saddle horn,and turn the steer away
from his partner. With tremendous
skill and accurate timing, the heeler
then ropes the steer's hind legs and
takes his daily. Time stops when
both header and heeler face their
horses toward the steer.
Tema roping is a favorite event of
many due to the excellent teamwork
involved and the fact that contestants of both sexes may participate
and ropers may select to comprise a
team among representatives from
their own school or mixed competition with riders from other regional
competitors.
Dr. Eldon Heathcott, department
of agriculture chairman at Murray
State, describes each of the representatives as excellent students
who exemplify the type of recruit
that MSU seeks for their rodeo
program. NIRA eligibility require-
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Students represent MSU at rodeo

Florida

Johnson
Class A
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Agricultural interest groups were the
third-largest source of money
from political action committees
to congressional candidates in the
last election, a private watchdog
group says.
They gave a total of $15.5 million to congressional campaigns
in 1993-94. Of that, $4.1 million
came from PACs for commodity
groups — including wheat, corn,
rice, cotton, sugar, milk and peanuts, according to a study by the
Center for Responsive Politics.
The contributions came as the
Congress was gearing ONto
deate the 1995 farm bill, wl6ch
will set federal farm policy for
the pest five years. Also part of
the legislation are crop subsidies,
which amount to about $10 billion per year paid to qualified
farmers.
Sugar PACs gave more than
$1.8 million to congressional
candidates in 1993-94, while
dairy co-op PACs donated more
than $1.5 million, peanut PACs
gave $261,920, and "incomesupport— crop PACs — representing the interests of wheat,
corn, rice, barley, oats, grain
sorghum and cotton growers —
gave $457,635, the report said.
An ad hoc coalition of food
industry companies and trade
associations that want to revamp
farm programs — the Coalition
for a Competitive Food and Agricultural System — contributed
$3.4 million to various
candidates.
As expected. the PACs
targeted their money at lawmak-

DEM
PLUMBING

those groups. Members of the
Senate Agriculture Committee
got an average of $45,604 from
these PACs over the five-year
period from 1989-1994, more
than twice the overall Senate
average.
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quire/nem. and have been valuable
assets to our program." saps Reath
cat "I am proud to congratulate
them in their CNI-It quest "
One of college rodeo's predominant sponsors. the U.S. Tobacco
Company founded the Copenhagen/Skoal scholarship program in
1974 iind over the years has
awarded over S2.000,000 in scholarships to universities and colleges
affiliated with the NIRA Murray
State University has the only collegiate rodeo program in the commonwealth recogn lied by the
NIRA.
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All information vs ill be kept confidential.

Gardening in containers
provides opportunities
It is the middle of June and I still
have plants sitting on my porch that
need to get in the ground. This is not
usually the result of just not getting
around to planting them. Most
times I have no garden space already prepared in which to plant
them,and not enough time to dig up
acres of new beds. This wouldn't
occur ill followed all sorts of wise
gardening advice which maintains
that the correct way to garden is to
create the space, and then find the
perfect plant to fit the space. That's
nice if your life works that way, but
mine doesn't seem to. I see a plant I
really like and go ahead and buy it.
figuring that I'll find a place for it. If
I went home and found a place for
the plant before I bought it, the plant
would be gone when I returned to
get it.
My approach does have its drawbacks. Sometimes plants stay in
their original pots for too long and
get rootbound. Once this happens it
is difficult for me to keep them
watered and some end up on the
compost heap. If I had any sense I
would have transplanted my finds
into larger pots as soon as I came
home with them. Perhaps next
year.
This year, I have to figure out
what to do with the plants I still have
left. I'll probably decide to put them
in containers. Planting in pots has
several advantages,and the one that
appeals most to me right now is that
no ground has to be prepared. All
you .have to do is fill the container
with potting soil and you're ready to
plant
The soil should be a profcsssional-type mix made up of peat
moss and perlite. Ask around until
you find it. Don't settle for what you
can just grab off the shelf at the local
store. Much of what is sold as
pouing soil is a mixture of sand,
ground up bark, and who knows
what else, and is hard to keep wet.
Have you ever had the experience
of
watering a potted plant thoroughly
and consistently, only to have the
plant wilt and die? And when you
dump it out to take it to the compost
pile you find the soil is completely
dry,even though recently watered?
Poor pouing soil is the culprit.
As to what type of container to
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Minor Dents and Door Dings removed from your vehicle with

NO PAINTING!
FREE ESTIMATES
SAME DAY SERVICE
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We Feature Nam* Brand Tires
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Made in the U.S.A.
Laramie - Remington
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Firestone - Michelin
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•

Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606

By Cathleen Pease

'7t will pay you to check with us
first! Call us todayfor a quote."

choose, clay or plastic, its up to the
types of plants you choose. Be
aware that plants in plastic pots stay
wet longer than those planted in
clay. A plant that needs excellent
drainage would be better off in a
clay pot that breathes and can dry
out a little between watenngs.
Gardening in containers provides
you an opportunity to try many
different types of gardens without
spending a lot of time and energy
preparing the ground.
Have you always wanted to try a
white garden? Plant a pot with
white blooming and silver-leaved
plants.
Have you wondered if you'd like
a certain color combination? Plant a
pot with plants that bloom in those
colors and find out.
You can have a culinary herb
garden by planting a large pot with
basil, rosemary, oregano and parsley.
Use your imagination. I can hear
those neglected plants on my porch
calling me to use mine.
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We would like to make
two things perfectly clear.

Two reasons to visit Van Dyck Eye Center
in Paris, Tennessee on June 22nd.
Free Cataract/Glaucoma
Screening
•

Free RK
Screening

2-4 p.m.

6.30 p.m.

V
10)1 Kelley (hive
Paris TN

For reservations call 14300-489-0237.
If these screening dates are

not convenient please call to schedule

II your eyesight isn't perfect, wed
like to tell you about some safe outpatient procedures available at Van Dyci•
Eye Center
If you are nearsighted or have astigma
tism. you may be a candidate for radial
keratotomy (RK) Nearly all RK patients
experience a significant improvement

a free personal cvskiation

and don't need glasses or contacts after
the procedure
If y& are 55 or older and your vision
is blurry or dim, simple cataract surgery
may be your answer
So look into RK and cataract surgery
at Van Dyck Eye Center Ilse benefits
are perfectly clear,

lout/ limp!
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the Garden
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Insurance Agency
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ers who were in the best position
to influence farm policy, the
report noted.
Members of the House Agriculture Committee received an
average of S18,341 from farm
commodity PACs, more than
three times the overall House
average of contributions from

menu are among the strictest of any
organized collegiate spun and
Heatticon says that as co-adviser ol
the rodeo program. he strives to
motivate students to work toward
the primary objecuves stressed by
the NIRA. that being to achieve
excellence m their academic ;wograrru as well as develop talent in
rodeo skilb.
"The MSU rodeo program recognizes the importance of the proper
balance of academics and rodeo
skills. Both of thew students are
excellent ropers. are sausfactonly
working toward their degree re-
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Labor rebellion:
a public battle
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By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — John Sweeney's union is known for its
out-front shouting. chanting, demand -justice-now tactics. His
strategy for shaking up the AFL-CIO leadership was far different
— quiet, gradual and behind the scenes.
After almost two years of subtle agitating. Sweeney and his fellow rebels have gone public and are poised to take over the
nation's largest labor federation.
One man stands in the way — Thomas Donahue, 3 close friend
who gave Sweeney his sun with the service workers' union 35
years ago. Donahue is the handpicked successor of resigning AFLCIO President • Lane Kirkland.
"It's been difficult for both of them," said Gerald McEntee, one
of the rebel leaden.
Sweeney and Donahue insist they remain friends. But if their
face-off has not divided them, it certainly has divided the AFL.cio, which is unused to choosing its president in a public fray. The
Sweeney -Donahue matchup would be the first contested election
since the AFL and CIO merged in 1955.
Sweeney's camp claims enough support to win the October vote,
which is weighted by union membership. If it does, Sweeney will
be put in charge of reuniting the federation he helped split.
The rebellion was born about two years ago when McEntee and
Sweeney complained to each other about Kirkland's lackluster
leadership. McEntee said.
They bemoaned the AFL-CIO's diminished political power and
its declining membership. Unions now represent fewer than 15 percent of the nation's workers. The two slowly brought other leaders
of big unions into the fold.
"We were getting pretty well battered around," !McEntee said.
"We fe.lt change was necessary."
In a recent speech. Sweeney stated the problem so bluntly he
offended some fellow unionists: "I have deep suspicions that we
are becoming irrelevant to many of our own members."
To Sweeney's critics, all the talk of change seems like camouflage for a power grab. Some who wanted Kirkland out preferred
Donahue as a replacement. They note that only a few weeks before
Sweeney entered the race, he publicly endorsed Donahue for the
previden,:y
Sweeney and Donahue sound a lot alike when they talk issues:
the need for a stnAger national voice for workers, the importance
of women and minorities to the labor movement, a renewed focus
on organizing.
And the two candidates look a lot like old-style union bigwigs:
ao sixty -something white men from New York who have spent
their careers at the unions.
But Donahue, who was Kirkland's deputy for 16 years, is associated with the old guard, the boss he refused to challenge. Supporters _say Sweeney represents the future.
They note that since Sweeney became the service workers' union
president 15 years ago, membership has nearly -doubled from
625.000 to 1 1 million nurses, police officers, window washers and
others.
Much of this growth came from signing up existing unions with
the service employees international, not organizing nonunion workers. The service workers are best known for the rowdy Justice for
Janitors campaign.
The soft-spoken Sweeney is the man behind the chanting, marching janitors who have tied up traffic and disrupted businesses from
Los Angeles to Washington to demand the right to organize.
"That's the kind of aggressive campaign geared to the grassroots
level, geared toward involving the workers, that we're talking
about." said United Mine Workers President Richard Trumka, who
is running for secretary-treasurer on Sweeney's ticket.
Sweeney. 61, has been steeped in unions and Democratic politics
since he was a boy in the Bronx, the oldest of four children of Irish
Catholic immigrants.
His mother was a maid. His father was a city bus driver who
took him to transportation workers' meetings and picket lines.
Sweeney worked briefly for IBM after graduating from lona College in 1956, but took a one-third cut in pay to become a researcher
for the ladies garment workers.
It was Donahut. 66, who recruited Sweeney in 1960 as a contract
director for a New York service employees' local representing janitors and doormen. Sweeney became president of the local in 1976.
''He's a tough, strong, tireless kind of leader," said Gus Bevona,
now president of Sweeney's old local, one of the largest in the
nation.
Over the years. the Sweeney and Donahue families became
Friends, the sort who invite each other to a grandchild's christening.
In announcing his candidacy. Donahue said "John is my good
friend and remains my good friend.
"This is not about friendship at all."

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600*Pennrylvania Avenee, Washington, D C 20S00
US. REP, ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.0 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Bedding, Washington D.C.20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Is the resolution worthwhile?
WASHINGTON (AP) — It is a
resolution that hasn't really resol
sect anything. a system that was
supposed to make Congress a
partner in decisions of war and
peace, but never has worked.
Presidents have been trying to
undo the war powers resolution
cer since a Democratic Congress
fon:ed it on Richard M. Nixon. In
the latest round, it was Republicans who tried to rescind the
23-year-old measure, their leader
blaming President Clinton's
silence for the defeat of repeal in
the House.
As always before, the broad
issue was caught in the political
and policy pressures of the
moment, in this case, the president's suggestion, retracted now,
that the U.S. role in Bosnia might
be broadened.
The war powers resolution was
a product of the Vietnam conflict,
adopted after Nixon's decision to
send U.S. fbrces into Cambodia.
It was supriosed to guarantee
Congress a role by requiring that
presidents get permission to keep
Americans in combat or situations in which it may be
imminent.
Nixon vetoed it lis an unconstitutional encroachment of the
powers of the president as commander in chief: Congress overrode him. That set the lines of a
dispute between tianches than
spans administrations and political lines.
Presidents claim the inherent
power to act in time of crisis to
defend the national interest, and

The alternative proposed in the
House and in prior reform
auernpts was to rewrite the hollow law, drop the deadlines, and
require that presidents consult
Congress before sending Americans to face potential conflict,
and report on the situation as
long as they are at risk.
"We tried to give the president
back the legitimate power of the
commander in chief," Gingrich
said after the repeal was rejected.
217 to 201, on June 7.
Gingrich said it lost because
Clinton "was totally AWOL on
this issue" and wouldn't press
Democrats to vote for repeal. The
president had said earlier in his
term that. like his predecessors,
he opposes the war powers system as an encroachment on his
powers.
His silence on the House repeal attempt was a matter of tactics.
For one thing, it would have been
part of a foreign assistance bill he
said he would veto if it got to
him anyhow, because of aid cuts
and policy provisions he calls
isolationist assaults on presidential authority. And he'd just been
through a controversy over a possible Bosnia involvement, quelled
when he said that Americans
would be sent only to cover a
withdrawal of U.N. peackeepers,
not to buttress their operations.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press
argue that Congress can exert its
authority properly by decision
whether to approve or deny funds
for an operation.
But that is after the fact, long
after in most cases.
That led to the creaky war
powers system, a law requiring
that the president notify Congress
within 48 hours whenever he
sends combat-ready troops overseas. When they are sent into
conflict or into "situations in
which imminent involvement in
hostilities is clearly indicated,"
the law requires that they be
withdrawn within 60 days unless
Congress votes to keep them
there, 90 days if the president
certifies in writing that the extra
month is essential to safe
withdrawal.
But Americans have been sent
into precisely such situations
repeatedly, and presidents usually
have avoided the imminent hostility reports that would have triggered the process, even when the
risk was obvious.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
arguing for repeal, said "what
this law does it says to every

administration, do not tell the
truth." because to say Americans
are going into dangerous situations brings the war powers system into play.
He said no president, regardless of party, ought to be "undermined and cluttered and
weakened."
In the 1990 buildup to the Persian Gulf War, George Bush told
Congress he did not believe hostilities were imminent — while
simultaneously warning Saddam
Hussein that they might be. The
American troops involved got the
extra pay that goes with service
in a potential war zone.
Gingrich said no president,
regardless of party, should be
"undermined and cluttered and
weakened" by a convoluted and
dishonest law.
In that House debate as in earlier rounds, critics of the system
also argued that it could tip the
American hand against potential
enemies by setting a deadline for
the withdrawal of forces,
although it really doesn't, simply
because presidents have avoided
the restriction.

EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Patton, Forgy offer few answers
-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Larry Forgy and Paul Patton have
a seemingly endless store of
questions about the Kentucky
Education Reform Act.
That gives thena•,something in
common with all those voters
who in November will pick one
of them to be governor.
If the reform act really is a
prime,. even visceral issue, the
electorate's decision may have to
turn on the quality of the candidates' questions.
Both arc being circumspect
about what they would do if
elected. But they gave glimpses
list week at a meeting of the
Kentucky Association of School
Superintendents.
Forgy. the Republican nominee, lauded certain elements of
the reform act. He singled out
extended school programs, early
childhood education and the
resource centers that were
designed to get extra assistance.
including social services, to students Most at risk of dropping out
of school.
More problematic. Forgy said.
is the ungraded primary. Fogy
previously said it should be a
maucr of local option, and be
predicted "they'll kill it almost
uniformly" if that happens.
Forty said the school calendar
needs to be extended to give
teachers more days for training.
And he promised so sive Mimi

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated Press News Analysis
districts grants to set up alternative education programs for the
worst discipline cases.
Patton, the Democrat, talked
more about money than about the
reform act's underlying philosophy and assumptions. He promised the superintendents that they
would be immune. "no matter
what else has to be cut." if the
tax breaks he is pushing are
enacted.
He also promised grants —
"over and above your regular
funding" — for alternative class-

rooms for undisciplined students.
But it was on the issue of Kentucky's high-stakes school
accountability testing, arguably
the most controversial element of
the reform act, that questions
flowed in earnest. They were rhetorical but revealing.
Critics of the program, in
which portfolios of students'
written works are among the
ways a school's performance is
judged, claim it is too subjective.
Particularly when millions of dollars in rewards and potentially

Just drop us a line
Redden and residans are vrelcome aid atomised to express their
opinions on oar -Pamir page by writing leoers to the editor. We print
Mos on a varies),of lielcc provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all Mins mot he Renal by the writer, with the willies
UL_ awl mispirit amber lauded le case verificatim is seasailishim mien will not be publal). Learn mg mot be
sox Or MO veldt. Letters should be typewritten md doable-quad
V possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any laser and to
Ili* fragment 'vitas.
Leoers dtonld be addressed to Lam to the Editor. limy Ledger
& Mmes. P.O. Box 1010. bisnly. KY 42071.
•=11.

severe penalties ride on the
tt#
outcome.
The objective of the reform,
Forgy said, was to raise student
achievement, "and we have got
to know whether the reform is in
student
raising
fact
achievement."
"If the test is invalid, how do
we know what we are doing to a
generation of children? Is the test
too subjective? ... Are we spending too much time teaching the
test? Are we spending too much
time rewriting portfolios to make
them meet the needs of the person who will grade the test?"
Forgy seems to favor eliminating portfolios in math. At least,
his questions indicate it.
"Are we spending too much
time on the portfolios? And if so,
is a writing portfolio adequate.
and can you explain in prose
what '9 times 9 equals 81' really
means? Or is it so objective that
it needs no written explanation?"
he said.
Patton said the accountability
system if a whole "works better
in theory than it does in
practice."
But he was equivocal on portfolios. "The emphasis on writing
is good." he said. "But sometimes I think we've got too much
of a good thing."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Johnson Theatre Doyie Fin. Arts
Center Murray State University

Caltoefey County Middle School Ste
based Decision Making Council 7
p m %Om, Note change

Junior Miss meeting Tuesday

The Family Resource Center Advisory Council of Calloway County Schools will for a dutch treat luncheon on Tuesday, June 20, at
noon at Pagliai's. All interested persons are invited to attend. For
information call 753-3070.

Murray Art Guild will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lovett

Anniversary reception

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line has listed items needed for the food pantry to prepare
food sacks for clients. Critically needed are tuna, canned meat, and
powdered milk. Also in low supply are peanut butter and crackers.
The items may be taken to the Need Line office on the bottom floor
of Wcaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

Ladies' Fun Night Thursday
Ladies' Fun Night at Oaks Country Club will be Thursday. June
22, at 5:30 p.m. For reservations call one of the hostesses — Vicki
Oliver, 753-9384, Belinda Elliott, 753-0245, Nancy Rogers,
492-8362, or Debbie Ray, 753-2507.

Mrs. Hutson will be honored

will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lovett of Rt. 3, Murray, will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, June 25.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets,
Murray.
All relatives and mends are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovett were married June 20, 1970, at Williams
Chapel Church of Christ, Lynn Grove. Bro. Harold Irvin officiated.
Their attendants were Gerald and Dian Paschall.
Mrs. Lovett, the former Patricia Kimbro, is-the daughter of Mrs.
Neva Wynn Kimbro and the late Cecil Kimbro of Murray.
Mr. Lovett is the son of Mrs. Luvena Donelson.Lovett and the late
Sedley C. Lovett of Murray.
They have two daughters, Melissa F. Lovett and Laura A. Lovett.
both of Murray.

Ladies plan events
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will have activities on Wednesday, June 21.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. Each one should get their
own group.
Golf will be played at 9 a.m.
with Edith Garrison and Freda
Steely as hostesses. Members are
asked to note the earlier tee-off
time.

The lineup is as follows:
1 - Barbara Gray, Frances
Richery, Shirley Jenstrom, Billi•
Wilson.
Tee 4 • Anna Mary Adams, Norma
Frank. Freda Steely, Margaret
Shuffett.
Tee 5 - lnus Orr, Lisa Carver. Betty
Stewart. Evelyn Jones.
Tee 6 - Frances Hulse, Betty Lowry.
Peggy Shoemakers. Dian* Villanove
Tee
- Rebecca Landoll. Cathryn
Garrott, Faira Alexander. Ann Brown;
Toe 9 - Billie Cohoon, Betty Scott.
Rowena Cullom. Edith Garrison
Winners of play for June 14
were not announced as most of
the players played at guest day at
Oaks Country Club.
Tee

Free blood pressure checks given

Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, June 20, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

Oaks'events planned

Singles (SOS) plan meeting
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, June 20,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Janie Sumner-Harper
will present tips on "Travel & Vacation." The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice, 474-8774.

Songfest planned Wednesday
The monthly Songfest by Church Women United of Murray and
Calloway County will be Wednesday. June 21, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All members and interested persons are invited to
participate in this special event for the residents at the lodge.

Indoor camp event at CFC
The third annual Indoor camp meeting at Christian Fellowship
Chuch at Briensburg opened today, June 19, and will continue
through Wednesday, June 21. Author and teacher Richard Booker
will be the day Bible teacher each day at 10 a.m. The 7 p.m. services
will feature the preaching of David Parish, Bruce Burklow and
Roland Jones. A nursery will be provided. For more information call
1-502-527-8369.

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
June 21.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
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Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Bobbie Burks and Laura
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fleeting
June 25-30
/

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Meal

Sunday, June 25: Morning 10110 a.m.
Evening 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday. Each Evening 7 p.m.

Speaker: John Dale, Glendale Rd.
Church of Christ, Murray, Ky.

Guest Speaker: Brother Buron Richerson

100% money back guarantee tt not stattsfted
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CLEAN SWEEP

Sunday, June 25
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Prayer 5 15 pm
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SERVICE NOTES

Pastor John Sheppard

Ask your phormacat today'
HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South Fourth Street 75.3-1162
THE MEDICINE SHOPPE Corner of 12th & Olive 759-9245
WALTER'S PHARMACY
604 South 12th Street
75.3-76111

Include Eiirpl..,g

merisngl p m A morican LOSliJr
South Siith and Maple Steels
into 759 9682 of 435 4314
Breastleeding Support Gio..y 7 8
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Cadoway
•
Tuesday, April 19
533381 or 762 14;.5
Family Resource Center Advisory
Cancer Support Group neet g 3
Council noon dutch treat luncheon
pm Ethicationai s'ni for
Pagliai s
Calloway County riosp•ta'
New Providence Baptist Church Bible
1010'762.1100
School? pm
Murray Moose Lodge events
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Officers moort,ng 7 p m Enrwrir•t 8
pm
Church Bible
pm
Orientation:Information session lot National Scouting Museum c..sper-.
Calloway County Junior Miss am •4 30 pm info76.2 33113
Program '7 pm /Annex of Calloway
County Public Library Info 753 9286
or 753-2400
Health Express of liollurray-Cailoway
County Hospital/Hardin Baptist Assoc;
&bon buildingre 30-11 30 a m and
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chul of RI 2. Muria),
Martindale 753-7676
Murray Art Guild business meeting 1
His wife. Imo. is the daughl
pm
guild open 1-3 pm
er of Melvin it and Jeanette
Calloway County Public Library
Jones of 52 Nicholson Rd .
events include Parents and 1'oros9 30
Hickory
am and Story Hour..10 30 am

Championship flight — playoff
- winners, Jennifer Crouse and
Rechelle Cadwell:
First flight - Ada Roberts and
Anna Duke:
Second flight - Patsy Neale
and Wanda Suitcr;
Third flight - Cheryl Darnell
and Stacey Pittenger.

Lynn Grove, Ky.

WORLD'S BEST PAIN RUB - 3 strengths !for win oi
minor arthritis in joints, muscles, tendons IT WORKS!

7 30
Com

include Cub Scouts 6 pm
First United Methodist Church events
include Apple Pie /3r gado I 30 pm
R•ach•Out Callers III 4 p m
Friendship Hannah Cacti toe 'Cream
Sopa!6 30 p rriehom• of Judy Stahler
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 630 pm
Star Trek Fan Club-7 p m •CaSoteay
County Public Library
Bingo Watts Valley Volunteer Fir*
Department 6 30 p m Water Valley
Community Center
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting 8 p m American Legion Build.
trig South Stith and Maple Streets
r'5992 or 435 4314

Salem Baptist Church

:Quotability
vrIcs beUer
does in

statehouse
Associated

Concerned
Citizens
p m /basement room of Weaks
mvnity Center

The Calloway County Family Resource Center in cooperation
with Murray Quilt Lovers will sponsor quilting classes for the
mothers of infants and toddlers. The class will be held Wednesday,
June 21, at 10 a.m. at the Family Resource Center at East Calloway
Elementary School. If anyone has any old sewing machines, quilting
hoops, 100 percent cotton material scraps or anything related to
quilting to donate, please bring them to the center or call 753-3070.
Refreshments and child care will be provided. Persons interested in
the class should call the center for more information or to register.

al on porton writing
But some• tOo Much

Bible Schoo&7 pm
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible Schocit6 pm
Calloway County Assocation for

First Presbyterian Church events

Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business meeting on
Tuesday. June 20, at 1 p.m. at the guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Patricia Clark, president, urges all members to attend. Summer
hours of the Guild are 1 to 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday.

Tuesday. June 20
Feel United Methodist Church evens
include Cu !els* 30 a m Ierr
Tuesday Nes 3 49 30 am Terrific
Tuesday ages 5 6 10 45 •m
St Johns Episcopal ChurC*1 events

rne•bng 5 30 p m 'Murray HO SchoolV Parents
cafeteria
p rn
New Providence Baptist Church •Cipai:

Family Resource event Tuesday

Quilting classes scheduled
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in prose
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Board6 30 p m Wins, Crty 148
Murray Lodge No. 1011 Fre* and
Accepted Masons.? 30 p m lodge halt
&Surrey Athletic Boostitis

Calloway County's first ever Junior Miss program, a local component of America's Junior Miss, will be Saturday. Aug. 12. All interested young women and their parents are invited to attend an
orientation/information session on Tuesday, June 20, at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Calloway County's
Junior Miss is open to all young women who are residents of Calloway County and who will be entering their senior year in high
school this fall. For more information, contact Sarah Curd,
753-9286, or Wendy Parker, 753-2400.

The sixth annual reunion for the Cook Family and Vinson School
from Between the Rivers will be Saturday, June 24, at Hazel Community Center. Families are asked to bring a covered dish and drinks
for the lunch to be served' about 1 p.m. Persons are asked to please
make plans to allow for time to visit both before and after mealtime.
For more information call 753-5093.

he reform,
ise student
: have got
:form is in
student

in

Murray-Calloway County Parks

Cook-Vinson reunion family

e on the

Monday, June 19
Benefit petlotmence in honor of Jo*
pm Robert E
W Jackson
and

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

A reception to honor the 80th birthday of Mrs. Sylvia Hutson of
Hazel will be Saturday, June 24, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Hazel Baptist Church. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
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Theme: "Evangelist! Evangelize!"

a.m.
11 a.m.

10

EVERYONE WELCOME!

Noon .

Singing Begins At 1:30 p.m. With
"The Harmonaires" from Murray
EVERYONE WELCOME

New Providence
Church of Christ
II

Hwy.993,4 mi.S.of 121 -9 mi. S.F. of Murray
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°.:01111141
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'"j111141.:
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ANAHEIM Ca • (AP
Oaten Williams. whose
c.aresar took a oramatc Worm/art, turn after serving ,„gi
Jot Caste,$ dec.sivis ?WV, in trio nintn inning of
Garry 6 0, no 1 993 Wood Ser,ts. retired Saturday
r'.! a•te• cie,ng released by the Ca:ilorn a Angess

— Jowl* %mkt% of
finished second in the 16- year -old division at the 17th annual Goodyear Wingtoot
Junior Golf Tournament this past weekend with
a two-day score of 146
UNION CITY. TENN

Murray

Major Magic
Pavin wins '95 U.S. Open
to grab elusive first major
Norman left behind
to answer questions
By RON SIRAK
AP Sports Writer

SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. (AP) — Corey
Pavin stood on the 18th fairway, 228 yards
from the flag on the closely guarded green,
clinging to a one-stroke lead in the U.S.
Open.
With one smooth swing and a shot that
typified his play at the sinister Shinnecock
Hills Golf Club, Pavin lined his 4-wood
right at the pin.
It never wavered In its flight, and Pavin
broke into a trot.
"I was very anxious to see that one," he
said. "I knew when I hit it was going to be
pretty close."

NO MORE: Corey Par'. shown lining up a putt in one of his 12 PGA Tour wins, finally won a major
rarnent title Sunday. shooting a trial round 68 to win the U.S. Open at Shinnecock Hills Golf Club in Southampton, N.Y.

It came to rest six feet from the pin. He
dropped to a crouch, closed his eyes and let
loose a big exhale.
"It probably was the most pressure I've
ever felt," Pavin said of his shot to 18 on
Sunday. "I was gathering my thoughts, saying a little prayer."
With that bold blow Pavin finished his
masterful four-day run at Shinnecock, winning his first major championship with a
final-round 68 and a 72-hole total of evenpar 280.
Never again will Pavin have to explain

SOUTHAMPTON. NY (AP)- final score& money soon
and relator io par Sunday born dse U.S.Open Gall
Chamosonship. on Ina 6.944-yard. par-70 Shasnocack Hai
Goa Club course
Corey Pam, $350.000
724941 46-290 E
Greg Norman. $tor.oce
9647-7443-262 .2
Tom human. $131,974
70-72-67-74--263 .3
Davis
ph hiciimon
7249-73-71-2s4 «4
lova Ill: $66434
$66 634
99-70-72-74-294 «4
911 Glaason, $66434
69-70649-294 «4
Jsy Haas, $66,634
70-73-7249-264 44
Neal Lancasier. $96.634
70-72-7745-264 «4
Job 'lagoon, $66434
60-72-7746-2114 «4
Frank Walk), 144,134
72-72-70-71-295 .5
Vilay Smell, $44,164
70-71-72-72-265 .5
ayi $4
00
4,.1964
34
Tponcs
9649-72-75-295 .5
Nick
96-73-73-74-296 .6
Sieve Sinctisi. 130.934
71-70-71-74-296 .6
Mark McCumber. 630.934
70-71-7746-296 44

why he's never won a major. And once again
Greg Norman had to explain why he finished
second, his seventh runner-up finish in a
major championship.
"People simply will say I let things slip
away," said Norman, who started the day
tied for the lead with Tom Lehman at
1-under. "That's not necessarily the case.
It's just as hard to put yourself in there with
a chance to win as it is to win."
Norman, with an unsteady 73 that was
shakiest on the crucial closing holes, finished two strokes back at 282.
"I had faith that it would happen," Pavin
said about finally winning a major. "I got
tired of hearing the question. It wears on
you."
• See

Page 7

Norman remains golfs major bridesmaid
Shark's Sunday
still a mystery
Si)l Tit;\111-i,N N
Howwii Greg \Julian lose
golf's
nest
major
.hamrionchip'
a Plad yuJgment
. Hit the wrong club
A louse swing
J A lack of resolve
C
of the .Jhk).:
TALC SOur

I. k

: matter And we already
.4 here arid when: the Britt St Andrews. Scot.
;uly
played exceptionally
this year," Norman
S.nday after his 3-over-par
a..ross treacherous ShinneOR. k 'Luis left him two strokes
shy /141 Corey Pavin's even-par
2'0) and gave him the runner-up
spot in J major for the Seventh
t.riie. I artier this year, Norman
Jt the Masters before

fio.• alin‘

to

third.

"I've given myself a chance
to win two major championships this year," he said,
"which is more than a lot of
other guys can say."

That said, Norman still won
neither. And so he moves on to
the next tournament, gathers
what is left of his nerve and
points toward the next major.
He has few options. Pride
won't let him quit. Exile won't
work. He can't change his
name.
There wc. no miracle shots
this afternoon — by him or
anyone else. Just another loss in
another major. It means Norman still has an entire category
in golf to himself: The best

Yankees
grasping
at Straw

pitch to steal the 1987 Masters.
A fifth major dissolved before
his eyes in equally spectacular
fashion when Bob Tway holed
out a bunker shot on the final
hole of the 1986 PGA
Championship.
Mostly, though, Norman has
lost the biggest tournaments
himself. For a while, it seemed
the flaws responsible for that
streak had been shed, left
behind when Norman shot a

Prep teammates star
in Indiana's OT win
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer

Strawberry signs
with Steinbrenner

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — No
wonder why Damon Frierson
was Indiana Mr. Basketball. No
wonder, either, why Frierson
and his Indianapolis Ben Davis
teammates won the state tourney championship.

NE% l'oRK iAPi
SlI3v.herr
is 4, orning

Darrvi
h.j k to
New `fork. this time to Ia tor
the Yankees
The Yankees toctay rea.lied
agreement with the ;1-year old
outfielder and said Strawberry
will join the team -1 SOorl .11%
bectxues eligible under baseball
rules" He is eligible to play on
Sunday.
Strawberry is completing a
60-day suspension imposed by
acting commissioner Bud Selig
following the outfielder's positive test in January for cocaine
use
The former New York Mets
slugger underwent treatment at
the Betty Ford Center and has
been practicing with an incSepen•
dent team in Palm Springs. Calif.
"We feel confident Darryl will
do his absolute best for us."
principal owner George Stein'
twenner said today "We are supportive of Darryl. and we shall do
everything possible to help him
meet the challenge ahead "
Strawberry also is under house
arrest in Palm Springs for tax
evasion hut the government has
said it would allow him to return

player of his era, but also the
worst closer.
"People simply will say 1 let
things slip away," he said.
"That's not necessarily the
case. It's just as hard to put
yourself in there with a chance
to win as it is to win."
That may be so. But no one
has lost more major championships in more torturous ways.
Norman has lost every one of
the four majors in a playoff, the
most improbable coming when
Larry Mize ran in a 100-foot

With Frierson and Ben Davis
teammates Courtney James and
James Patterson in the starting
lineup, the Indiana All-Stars
outlasted Kentucky 102-95 in
overtime Saturday night, completing a Hoosier sweep of the
first round of this year's series.
The Indiana girls beat Kentucky 87-81, and the rematches
will be Saturday in Lexington,
Ky.
AsIooaIsd Press F40 Ph010
Darryl Strawberry will finish off his 60-day suspension for cocaine use and then loin the struggling New York
Yankees The 33-year-old former Mit and Dodger will be eligibl, to play on Sunday,

to baseball
His statistics aren't as impressive as they used to be. either. He
has 14 home runs and 54 RBIs
his past three seasons in the
majors - a total of 104 games.
And he's been bothered by nagging

Injuries, including

a

bad

hiac k
"I personally want to thank
Mr Stembrenner for the faith be
has shown in me." Strawberry

said in a statement issued by the
club "The fans in New York are

the best in baseball and 1 will do
e%erything I can to justify Mr.
Stembrenner's confidence in me
and the trust of the fans."
A gnevance. stemming from
Strawberry's release by the San

Francisco Giants following the
test. scheduled for today

drug

was postponed at the request of a
union lawyer.
in mid-January. the outfielder
and Giants exchanged figures in
salary arbitration, with the player
asking for $1.8 million and the

club offering $750,000. The Players Association claimed the
Giants owed Strawberry money
because under baseball rules, the
offer of arbitration is equivalent
to signing the contract.
Strawberry's agent Bill Goodstein said Sunday the outfielder
would likely get a contract for
the rest of the 1995 season, plus a
team-held option for 1996.
"What pan of Darryl Strawberry are we going to get?" wondered Wade Boggs.

"Frierson did a tremendous
job," Indiana coach Al Rhodes
said. "He did what Mr. Basketball is supposed to do, take
charge when you put the ball in
his hands. He drives to the
basket and everything else. A
tremendous effort."
Frierson scored 34 points and
set an Aff-Star record with 15
free throws as Indiana rallied
from 11 points down for the
viciory.
"It was defense, and getting
beck as defense.- Frierson said
of the key to the victory.

MSU Stars
MI Future Murray

State Racer Jack
Owens, a 6-0 point guard from
Indianapolis Washington, hit four
free throws in overtime and finished
with 11 points.
Sarah Higgins, a 5-9 forward
from Logan County, scored four
points for the Kentucky girls. Higgins signed in April to play for the
Lady Racers

"because they're an up-andown team. We wanted to control the boards, and we did a
pretty good job on that."
Indiana outrebounded Kentucky 53-43. Despite Friction's
15-of-20 shooting from the foul
line, the free throws were one
big weakness for Indiana. Take
away Friction's totals and the
rest of the Indiana team managed only 18-of-37 from the
line.
A pair of free throws by
James — who had made only
one of six up so then — tied ihe
game at III with ender a mingle
kit in regulation. Then in the
OvtfliMC. Frierson scored two
baskets and Jack Owens of
Indianapolis Washington had
two
free

baskets and tour straight

throws as Indiana
control.

took

#0.
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Sports Briefs
LOCAL BASEBALL

PARK LEAGUE II
6/17:
•Colas I Saver

17, Timis" Bus II (Coles I Swat)Sm.% Asher 38. 29 2
on 38. 3 18. Antonio Kendall 2 38 28 1111
IS Bryan Coles 38, 28, Trey
Carl Wanis 4 18. Nathan Smith 2 111, Tyler Country HR, Jason McGehee 2
IS Danny licCuesson 2 18 (Tayfor Bus) Zackary Taylor 2 28. IS. Roger Lay
3 18. Ross Wimberiey 28. 3 It Troy Lewis 38, 2 28, Seth Darnall 2 28 2
tB. Evan Rogers 18. Larkin Phitpot 29 Jared Tabors 2 18, Andrew Kaby 3

FROM PAGE
Congratulating Patin os the
111th green. Norman' patted ham
on the back and said. "Good job
Wek0112512 to the club.- a reference to having won a major
championship. Norman has *on
two British Opens but has peter
won a major in the United States
Pavan. playing the last 10 holes

MONDAY 11112:
•Stainer Apprissal 12, Ryan Mak 1 (Steiner) Matt

Ice again
finished
lish in a

lings slip
the day
hman at
the case.
lere with

Butterworth 3-1B. Kent
Erwin 28. 2-18. Joe Ben Hendrick 28. 2-18. Chris Bartlett IS. Bnan Caldwell
29. 18. Ryan Walls 2-18. Nathan Lake 2.28. Ryan Eaves 18. Mike Burnous
38, 2-18 (Ryan Milk) Tyler Gee 29, Ryan Berbanch lB. 28. Chase Forel
18, 28, Drew Smith HR. 2-18. Logan Schweftman 3-18. Kelly Taylor 2 IB,
Justin McDowell 28, 18, Trent Cossey 2-18, Adam Prescott 2-18. Shawn
Stom 28, 18. Brandon Eldridge 18
THURSDAY:
• Murray Supply 16, Ryan Milk 11 (Murray Supply) Cory Smith HR. 3-18
Kyle Wade 1B. 2-28. Micah Rayburn 3-18. 28. Zachary Baker 3-28. Trevoi
Webb 2-18. 249 Aaron Stephens 3-18, Chad Duncan 18. Kyle Harper 2.1B
28, Josh Clark 3-28. Tyler Guess 18 (Ryan Milk) Justin McDowell 318
Ryan Bertionch 2-1B, Drew Smith 2-18. Chas* Futrell 18. Logan Schwenman
18, Kelly Taylor 2-18. Cody Gibbs 3-18. Jason Stubblefield 18. Brandon
Eldridge 2-18
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SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOLIR LIE"
753-8844

Murray

Chestnut St.

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
•
6/17:
• Owen's Food Market 14, Breaktkne Billiards 2 (Owen's) Jesse Turner
38. 18, Mario Lawrence HR, Bobby Nes 38, Foster Logan 18, Lucas Mathis
1B, Chris Owen 18 (Breaktime) Tyler Boggess 18 •
FRIDAY:
• Mr. Gatti's I, Faye's 6 (Mr Gatti's) Dominique Hudspeth 1B, Frank Virant 18, Nick Warner 1B (Faye's) Seth Barrow 18, Justin Fox 1B, 2B, Greg
Ryan 18. 28, Jeremiah Arnett 28

4

LOCAL SOFTBALL

LOWER DIVISION
THURSDAY:
• Republic Bank 16, Rosewood Babes 6 (Republic) Heather Litchfield
2-18; Ashley Chadwick HR, 2-18; Whitney Redden 28, 2-1B; Savannah Colson HR, 2-1B; Jennifer McKnight 113, 28; Heather Gee 113; Brittany Morgan
18, 2B, 38; Haley Thomason 3-1B; Lora Hopkins 2-1B; Amber Mitchuson 18
(Rosewood) Shannon 2-18; Kate 2-113, 38; Traci 113; Courtney 2-2B; Megan
19; Kaci 38; Jessie 2-113; Rachel 1B.

•Norman...
FROM PAGE 6
closing 64 at Royal St. George
and held off a star-packed
leaderboard to win the British
Open in 1993.
But almost all of those blemishes were in evidence at one
time or another during this
Open. Norman managed to hide
some of them Saturday - when
gusting winds and drying-out
greens made Shinnecock play
its most brutal - with a
remarkable string of 10 one-putt
pars. But he couldn't do the
same Sunday.
Norman bogeyed the second,
but rolled through the next nine
with pars. Back-to-back bogeys
at Nos. 12 and 13 should have
done him in. But somehow Norman arrived at No. 16, a par-5
of 544 yards into the wind, with
one more shot at redemption.
He still trailed Pavin by only

I

a shot, and after two of his
own, he had 86 yards left to the
flagstick and a wedge in his
hands. For reasons only Norman knows, he put so much
backspin on the ball that as
soon as it hit the green, it was
sucked down a slope and finished far enough from the hole
to kill off a birdie chance.

"It's easy to sit here and say
that now, but we played a golf
course that was very difficult,"
he said. "... I think we can all
say the golf course got the better of us. I don't think that 'giving it away' is the right way 'to
put it."
But until Norman proves
otherwise, there is no better
way.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your tamay imsance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

of,

All Merchandise Storewide

10(110 51r10 OFT
See Below For Additional Daily Specials

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
Slats Farm Insurance Companies
Horn* Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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In Appreciation for your business and support for the last twenty one years, we are
having a week long sale. A grand pnze of a $250 gift certificate will be
given away Saturday, June 24 at 9 p.m.
- Drawing for th• $250 Gill Cartibcata will be at 9
- No purchase
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"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
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HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office 751-69t0
1-400- THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray KY 42071

Lowest Rates an Town
Darty. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business on
a Budget?
'Ns 2x2 consistency oci in
C tosufeas every Clay. tnClUdinc)
'Ile Shopper, for $1 75 a month
(p.o.ci n octvance)
3,3•• •••c-ve Apes '005
Call 753-1916 for clistalls.
-2v-

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
.1; ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Ent.), Now Grades K 6
Located at S.niung Sprigs Bapt.st Church
Election ta.-.
Near Sow westal
437-4432
753-6487

DO you have acne prone skin facial
scars fine lines/ Would you like 10 have
firmer softer younger looking Skin in
weeks' Try Glycolrgue 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and qualov for

Peel Dear
A new you in four weeks
No Gimmicks
Ask about our natural nail care program
Now you can have pretty harx-fc (f.
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
(reg $2200)

Acrylic Nails -

$25.00

With any hair service receive 15'
oil any nail or loot care service
or vice versa
•

'I ringt"fictrellt.c
I,
Halt & Skin • 759 1874

Nails • 753 1137

$10:00 WEEKLY stuffing
stn.-elopes Free info Send
sell addressed stamped
en mica° to Aladdin Dept
45 302 N A S Dr Sots
171 Corpus Christi Ti
78118
FULL army midnight shift
1 swing shift Apply ri per
son at Racer s Coastal
Mart 100 Chesviut
Age s not important Jan
forces with an organizatoon
ritual rewards hard work
and ambrIon 825 000 per
year earnings potential
Call 502 441 9089
Mon Sat 9 01/5 OD EOE
A HIGHLY sell moovased
indriedual with great new Personal shills for adverting sates Job respons
tes include outside sales.
customer sennoa. maintain
estabished aocounts and
open new revenue accounts WU be a responsible and se4husissic
al Must own veNde and
a vest drivers license Salary plus commission Send
rsiiieEP0 Box 1040F,
Akoray KY 42071

sea tn. 0.0orning Day tubes Japanese
s a -tic Hostas Over 900 varieties
Fre* Plant With This Coupon
"r•

C&C

Help Wanted Ears
op so 11500 per wreak
proassembling
ducts ai home. No
experience. Info 1504444-1700 Dept.
KY•2021

DRIVEROTR Its simple
here
it s
Start
32 mi (based on
$
sip) • Bonuses' Great
benefit pkg for driver &
tarney Top pay S 36 • bon
uses' 23 yrs old COL (A)
w HazMat Call TSL Bill
Stoles 800307 5029 EOE

EARN up to $t 000 weekly
processing maii Start now
no experience, bee sup
plies. information. no obi
Send self
g•tion
addressed stamped enve
lope to Bucks Dept 14
8407. Benders Rd Suite
133-2t 7 San Antonio, Ti
78250

Tobacco Workers Needed
7-29-95 — 9-22-95
7-22-95 — 9-22-95
75% time guarantee, all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area. transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing,$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

MACHINIST
NEEDED
Excellent Pay And Benefits Available.
Send Resume(Include Experience and
Salary History) To:
Human Resource Manager
P.O. Box 556
Mayfield, KY 42066

Approximately 5days work.
including the weekend Cal
753 3354
ATTENTION RNs ii time
positron with home health
agency Apply at Extend
care Home Health 103
Jars St Pans Tn 38242
901-144-1990
AVON sal at %work home
anywhere' Be your own
boss' Earn 50%
1 800-539 4528 Ind'Rep
AVON wants rOviduals rit•r•sted in earning
$8 $14,hour Full,Part
urns No door to door Jane
1 800-2304030 rid rep
BIG Apple Cate Puryear
Tn snow tieing cooks part
ere or kill time Apply in
person after 1 tam
1 901 247 5798
CAPTAIN DI seeks fast
Pack manager Panes for
tie assistant manager pos
eon for our Murray arid
Bardstown KY stores To
qualify you need previous
restaurant experience.
have •xceeent people skills
arid must be a hands on
type manager Captain Os
will diet you •competitive
salary bonus program
;Iasi vacations maid med
cal insurance and advance
merit based on pertor
mance For more details
cal Sam Beavers. Derision
Director at (502)753 9383
Mon Tuft E 0 E
CAPTAIN Ds a now tiring
for a dining room superv.
oor position at our lAoray
KY location Prefer prey,
Oa restaurant expedience
Most be personable Isise
besting with tie public and
tie able to lead by sump*
Bangles include S clay work
week. bonus program paid
vacation. mese medical in
summit and actvancement
belied on pertormance To
arrange interview call
(502)7S3-9383 Mon Tue.
(Of
CARE for *lady Moray
couple Roorrsboard pro
vided plus small salary
Contact (217)7332374 tor
intorrnabon If no answer
leave namarnionbar mks
'nava reamed
COOKS & dishwashers for
day•nightshifts for Moral,
& Harr ressuaranta Avery
in person Arms County
Kitchen
CRANE operator to run 40
Ion rove pass al Monty
water treatment plant
Apply al pob site or cal
7509191. 7am-li 3pen
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MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger 8 Times
plus gas mileage E arn $11,000 $16,000 or more
per year
If interested contact Jett Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

Take • Giant Step Towards A
Retail Career With

SHOE SENSATION
Join the strongest retail shoe team in the region.
Growing retail shoe company seeks enthusiastic,
independent individuals to manage local Murray.
My store. Must have previous retail or restaurant
management expenenee Previous experience in
retail shoe sales a plus
Benefits Include:
Salary Plus Bonus • Paid Vacation • Group Health
Speaal Employee Die/aunts • Profit Sharing
Retirement Plan • Opportunities for Growth
"CrON
,NrC.

Send Resume Today'
253 America Place
Jeffersonville, IN
Job 03S)
Attn Jim Richey

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPLY IN PERSON AT

JAKEL• INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
(located in former Salegi.erd. Sagas Glove Nell
PRODUCTION WORK .
ASSEMBLY LINE • INCENTIVE
-BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS.
M-TH 630 A.M
SOO PM
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Oppodunity Employer

3 PERMANENT
SALES POSITIONS
Die to con-oany croirotoes 3
ooenees test now for yoLir;
n,-toec 0e-sons ir re oca
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CALL TODAY
502-443-3672 10-6 p.m.
After 6, 5024398-3209
Ask tor Mr. Castile
DIETARY Aides, full time
positions, various shift, no
experience necessary
Apply in person. Brathaven
of Benton, Hwy 641 South
Drug free work place EOE/
AAE
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the hilure and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings tor people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This a an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

FULL-TIME Secretary/
Clerk position available
Must be able to handle
multiple proiects and dead
lines, have excellent interpersonal and telecommunication skills, and computer
exterience in Windows
Bookkeeping skills a plus
Send a letter of application.
resume, and three references to Jayne Crisp,
WKEC,P0 Box 9. Murray,
KY 42071-0009 Deadline
for application a 6/21/95
The WKEC a an E 0 E
HINTON & Son's Cash &
Carry now accepting applications for fell time delivery/
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a weed
drivers license. Apply in
person at 621 S. 4th St
next door to D&T Foods
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt, maintenance 759-4118 between
2-3prn
LPN'S 10-6, Brathaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 South
Drug free work place EOE/
AAE
NEED route man with CDL
license to run route, load &
unload truck, between
25-40 yrs old Apply in person at Smith's Poultry 302
N
6th St, Murray
beheeerelam-tlam.
NOW hiring part & full time.
Apply in person at Subway
No phone calls please
PAINTERS must have
2yrs experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St., Murray or
call 502-753-0839
PART—TIME Someone to
work in food concession
weekends 474-2100
RN'S needed for supplemental staffing 3-11 shift
For more information call
Jean at 1-800-843-3790
SAFETY advisors,
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
9am- lpm
only
615-399-8269

WAITRESS, dancers
ENGINEERING TECHNI- wanted Doll House Cafe.
CIAN, Engineering & Ar- Pares, TN 901-62-4297
chitectural Services Oual
ihcabons College degree WILDLIFE/ Conservation
in engineering technology. Jobs Game wardens, secconstruction technology, or urity, maintenance, etc No
architectural/engineering exp necessary Now hirFor info call
drafting, plus three years ing
ITIMIMUT experience in the (219)794-0010 ext 7159
fold of engineering or con- 8am-10pm 7 days
struaon Responsibilities
Plans, implements, and
sin
coordinates construction
Domestic
protects affecting university
Chlkicsre
facilities and grounds Performs drafting services, BABYSIT in home, Monsurveying assistance, man- Fn, days only 759-4490
agement of drawing files.
and related duties as as- CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and exsigned by Chief Engineer
Must have ability to prepare perienced. references Call
construction plans, specifi- Linda 759-9553
cations, cost estimates. WILL clean houses, reaand material takeoffs Most sonable rates references
possess good drafting skills 137-4064
and have knowledge of
applicable codes and regulations Application Deadline July 28, 1995 To
apply Send cover letter,
resume, and three refer- FOR sale Fully equipecl
ences or letters of recom- beauty shop Pleasant lomendation to Misty Milton, cation, ideal for simple op
Facilities Management 0.- •rator 189-2016 or
partment. Murray State 753-7161. pleas. leave
University. PO Box 9 Mur- message
ray, Ky 42071-0009 Murray State a an equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/1). AA
ernPf0Y•f
ESTABLISHED lawn service has position for ful
time employee Call
753 6986
EXPERIENCED c•rpanter
needed Needs enough experience to run a crew
753-3343
EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed AA or part
lone Send resume to P 0
Box 430 Clabertsvals, KY
42044
NO *venoms MOO to
vosaklyrpolanlial pro
mem notingegd Miura*
Oss hours (714)Sn-1520
gig 1200 (24 hours)

FRANCHISE for sale Established territories in Ky.
Tn. II, lAo 502-753-1300
9A- 6P 100 year old industry, 25 year old company

RETAIL franchise opportunity, existing locations
Call
available
1-800-277-3278

ART LESSONS
Ages 5-13

753-7201

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square
DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write? of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premiurn.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905

Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199

IrNURSLNG OPPORTUNITIESIr
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing highquality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:
Med/Surg:

RN's 3p-11p, 11p-7a

Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery: ORT

With Experience
Psychiatric RN:

7p-7a

We offer ompetitive salary
comprehensive
and
fits package.
information, contact:
hman, RN, MSN
r of Nursing
)644-8257
or apply in person at:

H IC HENRY COUNTY
M 1 C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Fisher-Price

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended howl with lots of off time)

• $ how flied (Moaday-Priday. First/SeconcVThird)
• 4 how filed (Moadey-Pridsy, 9 a.m.-1 p.m,415 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Sun*pay rams we$59for 12 how work schedules and $5.30for
8 wed 4 how.Positions leading so regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate of VLSI plus a compreliensive benefit peckage.
If you've got whet it mkes to wort with the worlds beat loymakers.
*die come=
Murray Itimplaymeut Agency
3111 Se. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42671
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PORTABLE welder 1993
Maar Botoal 225 amp with
Dural tassel engine low
hours 492 8568
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media Must see at $5250
753 41012 term massage
MDVING must sell 19841
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CaL

A/AGA 2000 computer with
color monitor, includes two
35 disk drive. 1 MEGA
BYTE of memory & all
cables Over $400 in software included WA take
best offer 759-4729
DO you want a LOCAL
INTERNET dial-up,For in
ficxmation call 753 6807
HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
1304-E CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA
CALL 753-7001
LEADING Edge 486 corn
puler with SVGA monitor,
external CD- Rom, sound
card 144 fax-modem,
$2000 invested will take
51,500 obo Cal 759-2070
between 5 30- 9prn

140
Warr
To Buy

lify for
e offer
)licies.
'olicies
plans
ts. We
almost
es will
le preor A+
e best

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
O( night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
759-9752
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles, Coca-Cola
items, civil war artifacts,
stone whiskey jugs with advertising, gas & oil advertising, glassware, Elvis memorabilia, etc. Phone
753-3633 ask for Larry.

CY

5-4199

Si
r

a dynvites
Is who
high)f-theiffer a
at will
al. We

Ty

tact:

41'round kitchen table with
tormsa 60p. 18 lest. oak
color, lour podded chars
$175 Or best offer
762-6628
ALL in Midi furniture &
bedding reduced Must
make room for new shipments Extra savings' Carraway Furniture. 105 N
3rd 753 1502

165

2x4S 8 FOR $1 00, fiberglass $2 sheet 8 up Pas
chall Salvage, V. mile past
Hazel, KY 901-498-8964
BOGARD Trucking and Excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446

MOBILE Home Village
S80/no water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water $100mo
492-8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753-9866
300
Business
Rentals
DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$95/mo including all utd
ties Also rice suite of of
fices with windows,
$595/mo including all utl
bes 753-1266

Ariticpwis

OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308N 121h. next lo
Faye's 753-9212

Antique Booth
Space Available

OFFICE or retail building.
zoned B2,approx 1600 sq
ft NE corner 13th & Poplar Call 753-6001

Additon
40 New Booths

Tooter's
Antique Mall
Hazel, Ky.
492-6111

Farm
Equipment
14FT NO till lye drill,
$2,500 489-2392
F GLEANER combine, a/c
hard land planter
753-7845
FRONT end loader for
3000 Ford tractor.
753-9274
G JOHN Deere. $2,503
382-2243 after 6pm.

2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
x 25D, 74H x 36W x 31D,
burglar resistance, TL rating. 753-5980, 753-1203
after 5pm

SHADY Oaks 2 or 301
steam or gas Wallung de
Once lo college 7535209

Mobile
Hess Lois For Raid

New

quote.

Icy

WASHER dryer E stove &
ist 436-2326

FOR sale three piece bedroom set consisting of a
headboard and footboard,
adaptable to either full or
queen size chest and
SEE HAWKINS REattached mirSEARCH FOR YOUR dresser with
excellent condition
COMPUTER AND OFFICE ror,
after 5pm or
FURNITURE NEEDS. Cal 753-4899
message
leave
a
753-7001.
SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER.
753-7001.

RE
NCE

28R mobile home C h•
water furnished $275- ma
Coleman RE 7539998

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
UNIVERSITY Square
space available,' central
gas, central air, sky light,
retail and/or office space,
high traffic area 753-1492
ask for Loretta
320
Apartments
For Rent
1,2.3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1702 OAKHILL, extra nice
2br duplex, kitchen appliances furnished, private
back yard, deck, lease, deposit, no pets. 753-0814
1913 WISWELL Rd. extra
Large luxury 2br apt., central gas hie, appliances
furnished, no pets, lease &
deposit required. Call
753-7185

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

1BR available July 1st, central h/a, w/d hook-up, no
pets. $235/mo, reierences
& deposit 753-3949
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient. No pets
$285/mo +deposit
753-8848 before 9pm.
1BR furnished
$195/mo available
water paid, no
753-5980, after
753-1203

apt
now,
pets
5pm

EFF10ENC `I apt noir
available $190 et0
75$ MSS
EXTRA nice 1 Or apt across
sweet from IASU no ono%
ers or pets $300 deposit
Cal for appointment Re
gen Entrprises 753 SIlO

42

NEAR university. deluxe, JUST reduced 2 adjoining
1st Boor apt 2 bedrooms & take front lots with total
Irving room, extra large with frontage of 293ft looking
fine quality, plush carpet straight down main than
Kitchen-dinette has range, nel Listing features 40
refrigerator, disposer
dock septic & well Cal
Washer-dryer hookup Kopperud Realty today tor
Four big. roomy closets additional information on
Central electric heat and MLS 83000288 Call Rick
at Clean, ready to move Kopperud Realty 753 1222
in Recently redecorated
$340 deposit, $340 mo
440
75345609 am to 5 pm
Lots
For Sale
NEW 2br duplex Available
now $400, carport, deck,
2 LOTS in Preston Heights
wid hookup 753-3031
all utilities available lot size
leave message
100x230 each 753-9741
NICE 2br apt . across street
4 CONNECTING lots lofrom MSU Business Buildcated in Crappie Hollow
ing 753-7397
Prices range from $800 to
NICE 3br apt central h,a, $500 901 648 5907
located on campus, closer
BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
walk than dorms to MSU,
very, very low utilities 2 underground city utilities including gas Last available
people $400/mo. 3 people
$450/mo 753-2339 or lot in Preston Height", located behind Gatesbor753-8767
ough $13,900 753-2339
NOW taking applications
secluded
for Section 8 low rent hous- BEAUTIFUL
ing Apply in person at building site located m New
Southside Manor, 906 Concord area lust short distance from lake Water lt
Broad St Extended beseptic suitable for mobiles,
tween Sam- 12noon No
$7,500 Call Kopperud
phone calls please Equal
753-1222 MLSIO 300194
Housing Opportunity
Nice large lot 110,1217 in
VERY nice 2BR 2 bath
new subdivision. next to
duplex, appliances furnOaks Country Club
ished, washer/dryer hook753-5691
up, central gas heat
electric air $475/mo, one
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753 2905 or
753-7536
103 ACRES all fenced in
surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings tool shed
3br doublevede with house
roof 8 carport added pond
stocked with fish Shown by
2BR brick $300.rno plus appointment only
$300 deposit No pets re 436-5648
ferences 4 equIred
33 ACRES stocked lake,
489-2033 after 5pm
4enced pasture green2BR Panorama Shores no house,14x70 3br mobile
pets, $400/mo. deposit re home Colon-an Real Esquired 436-5663
tate 753 9898

CULTURED marble sinks, CONSOLE/Spinet piano
many sizes, cheap' Pas- for sale Take on small
chat Salvage, 7. mile past payments See locally
Hazel, KY 901 498 8964 1-800-313-6494
ENCLOSED utility trailer ENSONIO SD-1 synthe- 1BR furnished apt •
$200/mo plus deposit, no 3BR, nice yard. shade
6x10x6f1 high. $1000 obo sizer, full size keyboard
pets. Hwy 121 at tie fair- $400/mo No pets Call
after
5pm
502-247-8754
Sampled sound, built-in se
753-6931
grounds 753-3139
disk
drive
quencer
8
3
5
GOOD clean used lawn
SPACIOUS 3br 2 bath
sounding
of
real
1BR, nice, available now
mowers, clearance prices, Hundreds
brick, central hie, fireplace
J.D. Cub, Sears 8 others instruments Speakers 8 Coleman RE 753-9898
large garage, rece neigh
excellent
stand,
keyboard
Equipment
Hutson Ag
condition Over $3000 in- 1 OR 2br apts near down- borhood, no pets. $650
247-4456.
August 1st 489-2741
vested, will take reason- town Murray 753-4109
KINGSIZE waterbed w/ able offer 759 4729
1 ROOM efficiency, very
mirrored headboard, $100
near MSU, partial utilities
GE washer 8 dryer set,
For Rent
240
furnished Available now
$200 436-5832
Or Lease
Coleman RE, 753-9898
Illscollan•oue
LADIES small size wedding
1 ROOMS tot rent at 1614 CREEKVIEW Sell storage
dress with veil 753-0789 CUTE like new Jr size 5-7 Olive Utilities furnished
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
489-2357
clothes
Irving
room
Share
kitchen,
8
roof
NEW metal siding
4081
ing Cover 36 cut to length VINYL loot covering much & bathroom facilities Walk $20 $40/mo 759
in 10 colors, galvanized other lumber Cheap' Pas- to MSU Coleman RE NEW mint- storage for rent
and galvalurrie Secondary chall Salvage,
All sizes Cat Noon Beach
mile past 753-9898
if available Portable car
Hazel. KY 901-4988964
2BR apt on 908 Hillwood Mini Storage 753 3853
port kits 489-2722 or
Dr. 285imo 759-4406
STORAGE trailer or rent
489 2724
2BR bath &
duplex, 1909 753-7888
SUMMER wedding dress
Wswell Rd 759-1506 or
with waltz length veil, size
753-6266
6-8 435-4423
380
28R duplex. townhouse.
triplex, house. appliances
Ilippliss
Calloway Gardens Apartments
furnished Rent varies
$350430
Call
753-1266
&
supplies 30%
Apartments
ALL
birds
Downs
Essex
tor more details
off Ava s Aviary 515 S 7th
Drive
1505 Diuguid
St 759 4119
2BR duplex, central h/a,
accepting applications for
currently
is
available now, S375/mo
DOG obedience classes or
Coleman RE 753-9898
private Serving Murray 14
1 bedroom apartments
28R Embassy Aperlments, years 436-2858

Pee

2 bedroom apartments

9:00-5:00 Mon. thru Fri.
753-8556
unitic%,

1%enMI%

I p.m.)
5.30 for
offers
Lckage.
nakers.

121

TDD 1 -800-545-1833, Ext 2e3 '

central gas heat, evadable
now $300 mo Coleman
RE 753 9898
2BR townhouse on Diu
good Central HA Available
now $325/rno Coleman
RE 7539898

PRIME WAREHOUSE SPACE
FOR LEASE IN MURRAY, KY

28$1 upstairs apt 1134 S
13th St deposit & lease,
no pets 753 6001 leave
message

12,200 sq. ft., 2 loading docks, 1 drive
In door, conveyor and packaging systems, security systems, sprinkler system,central heat & air, excellent lighting and 28 ft. ceiling clearance.

DUPLEX 2t4 new unreelsoy quiet residen(al neighborhood central Iva tyr
lease $350/rno 7538096

Call 502-753-6654

LARGE upstor 2br 2 bath
central hie red hook up
/wadable July 1st. rulermoss & deposit ragUired
no pets
$345/mo
753 3049

KOPPERUD Away has
buyers waft% le purchare
homes at pros ranges it
you are thedung at NON
0OnteCt One of our course
ous and professional
agents at 733 iz22 Or slop
by Oboe at 711 Mon St

1"`

Ream
Per tab

Bid

NE* aloralefee hoops
2 300
oly Starts at awl
SO 5 krancarso evalelle
Parreanis Om lion tent
Sokreallis Mom is
awes & at undervounal
Amass 753 4144

1111141 OLDS Delta 118
Casa mass rum earrate
esen I warreray I $4800
2311$ as 762 4117

NEIN home Coles Camp
ground Rd 30. 2-eet con
trai gas & recto t800siqll
hirLg area on 1 22 wee
nice Cell Ilikor Cal Realty
75-34444

19110 GEO Storm OS'
!has it
good con/
eon 75-3 011941 after Spri

G & L Rental Property an
nounces openings at
Sherry Lane Apo near
106U Thesis aeractsiso two
bedroom units *NA log
$440 • sr be ready kr
PAIR CAL Realty proles
June move in Grey s Prop
erten is taking applications 'renal real estate manage
(rant resdenlial conwner
Cal 7582001
cal iallow us to handle yOul 1994 SAZuKi Intruder
KENTUCKY Lake LaMt real estate headaches) A 6 XXX mites garage kept
lend Windy Vane Ibr cost cutting occupancy orn loaded with chrome saddle
apartment utilities in
bags and (AGV) hewn,. A
proving move 753 4444
carded rent based on in
real head turner 7333990
come 555 older handicap TAKE a look make an Oiler
& disabled Equal Housing 2tm lake property Wilson 750 HONDA er4h winds
Opportunity
Realty 121 South Cat Nerd luggage rack wilt
compartment on it clean
753 5086
502 354 8888
bars step up seat, new
LARGE IbiapI 2 walk in WANT TO RENT Single bras *sapient oondison
closets. closer than dorms responsible professional 753 6962
very low utilities $225 mo 1 seeks 2 3br lake or country
house near LBL tor rini HONDA Shadows 700x
person. $250mo 2 people
0n00n o16 months available 85 model only 11 000
753 2339 or 753 8767
ASAP Must accept pets m.ies windshield perfect
$1950
MUR CAL Apartments now Call Lisa 615 292 1566 or condition
75.30197
accepting applscations tor 502 924 5602 after 621
1 2 and 3br apartments
YAMAHA S 1990 RT 100
Phone 759 4984 Equal
1991 PW80 489 2357
Housing Opportunity
Lake
YZ 250 excellent condition
Property
MURRAY Manor Apart
with extras Call after
manta now accepting WPM
BEAUTIFUL wooded lake 8p m, 527 1942
cabons for 1 2br apart front lot deep year around
merits Apply in person water installed water line
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri restricted subdivision
Used
1409 Dogiud Dr
close to Murray 759 4410
Cars

CLASSIFIED

71'
TER

HOUSE an weep,2 295
'53 1300 10a •p
21141 7p 10p Fre ma
or rent barna loge •c
burley dark Ind 7531300
488 2115

MONDAY

Mat s

JUNE ig

Uwe
hada

1663 FORD Famed, mai
topper
black GC p I
$10 SOO 7330913
1984 FORD F 260 IL T
Lane. le XXX miles Rant
oontheon 1821651

ALL carpentry 1Syrk ccc
loundationa siatis sided)
alks driveways Ousidsnl%
rernodering repass AL °read 489 2214

1903 TOYOTA Caney LE
addaon with gold pactage
18 XXX miles 753 1292

ANTIQUE refarvitwq 1L,
repair & custo
spoudgroikrig 753 8056

1995 NEON 27 XXX mass
$12500 474 8367
MUST sell leaving country
1987 Mercury Sabre We
go' auto fully loaded ea
ceilent condition black
gray interior 71 XXX man
$4 500 75-3 2026

seals
• Weis
1966 17F T Thundercrart
aiu too 140hp %)0 Woks &
nro greet WOO see at
Mansard Island Resort
901 642 5590
1988 17FT BAYLINER
Ford 4c1r1 engine OMC out
drive walk through %rind
Wield 7330410
1990 RANGER 360V
Yamaha Pro V Excellent
condition Must sell
527 1366 or 3628148

11133 Sirs cori
1978 FULL sae Chevy
cargo van 305 at pa work
bench *mod 110 & 12V
$650 obo 75.34235
1991 TOYOTA Previa van
One owner 82 XXX miles
extended warranty excel
lent condition 492815$

1982 CHRYSLER New
Yorker °moaner 75 XXX
actual miles new tees 4
door Navy blue and
shape' 753 1713
1984 BUICK Regal 2dr
super dean, new paint.
Ores. cold air, 92.XXX
mile! Call Robert days
753-1372.evenings
753-8165

A ow A Lowe $ sown Maw
▪ tgre hataing Ore Inn,
meg Mork 431 2326

1904 MAZDA 1300051
VS as AMFM cAssolls
1990 GRANO AM red 2*
speed isedarter 29 XXX
acgl sifts es comet, as miss emery $10800
calmed condition 9131ULX
Oro 7539080
mess 758 2091
FOR sae 19018 Chevy
1403 HONDA Accord EX
Sererado
& pay with
One owner extra neap gray interior loaded
loaded Maas mien Also
111 Xxx rhea 527 S294 el
Raleigh Mountain Use
at Som
7331133 or atter lipen
753 5330
SHARP 1909 Chevrolet
1993 NISSAN Marline SINS pack up priced to sea
GAL gray spacebar* °once 753 7701
eon Ca/ 4314003

1904 TRANS AM tooled
$19000 759178i

1979 OLDS V 8 adr ac
Clue/. 91 XXX miles, very
dependable. $975 obo
753-3900

A 1 Tree eroteemories
$aone remora tree away
mg erving kikarey Cats.
way County Wei 1IMO
Free software 436 224'
or set e737

Crewed
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trinvning iandscap
Iry mulching & mulch haui
erg guar cleaning Cieen
up punk garbage Odd pbs
also Al househki rnov.ng
Free estimates Ten Lamb
4364744.

ALCOA vinyl sating & ern
Replacement windows KO
SPeed 492 8103
4.1. around hauling rnow
ing Pee work punk dear
up cesaning cut gutter%
Joe 436 2116?

nayr•

APPLANCE REPAiRt,
re.tury boned by 3 may,_4
rnan.lec twirl) Au Cu'
aro pals wart anted
bog Arsly et The Appian.,
Walks `5-3 :455
APl',,ANRA St
Wesbngtiotmv
eur p,xid32• years al
par 5 r a
BOBBY
iiciPPE it 436 5.848
_
SAL 0,01.1 SE RVICE
BRE NT AFN septic tank
oistahatun r•pikt reptacw
merit '5e ISIS

▪entnore

BACK0101 SonnuaROt
Hill Septic system drive
mays haohng foundations
at 739466.4
BACKHOE Service corn
peps foundations soot%
systems R H Nesbitt Con
struction Phone 492 8516
pager 762 7221

1981 FORD pick up Good
work truck 753-1071
1982 NISSAN 5sp at,
cruise white camper, too
per, extra nice condeson
753.4978

1984 CHEV Cavalier. 2
owners, good condition
Cal 759 4189

1986 CHEVY Silvered°
104.XXX miles, very dean.
Wt. cruse, auto. as . $5 000
328 8944

1986 CHEVY Nova 4 door
red Good condition good
Wes $1500 obo 4.36 2102
10a m 5pm After 5pm
436-2269

1987 CLASSIC El Camino
Puck 29 XXX miles all ex
tree, like new $e 750
753 5200

1986 CUTLASS Supreme
good condition: $2 950
382-2243 after 6pm

1087 GMC truck one
owner good condition
$6,000 492 8360

1986 VW JETTA,$1,600 or
best offer 502 492 8156

1989 CHEVY S 10 pick up
4 3 law V 6 automatic ad,
78 XXX miles custom ste
reo $5,900 753 9631 alter
5Prri

1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham wiry sharp &
dean Call 492-8566 after
4IxT1
1987 PLYMOUTH sun
dance. 96.XXX miles, good
condition Call 753 4419 at
let 5pm

1990 GMC SLE sport side
p u loaded 69 XXX mi no
had damage 753 9661
1991 CHEVY pick up red
red New Wes and exhaust,
loaded up very clean
753 7976

1988 LINCOLN Town car,
condition
good
502-492-8358

We have been your custom builder vi h.
past We are now expanding our business
to bettor meet your needs In addition to
custom building. we can now take care of
your remodeling needs. addrliOnS wind or
water damage or replace your fooling

Bruce Green
'Building contractors, Inc.
FREE Eallaselee 7534343
saammaiims—aameftee

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO,
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p
Anytime By Appointment

m

1

i—,

502-759-1333

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
16.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL — 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

148
HOIDOS
For Sale
1622 KIRKWOOD Drive.
3br home with large
kitchen. LR, central his
floored attic storage, airport. storage shed, attractively landscaped wrIh large
backyard 759-1673
2BR brick just outside city
limits sunroom, carport,
central Iva, $67,900 Col*
man RE 753 9898
3-4BR brick. 14 batty 1 car
garage, over 'A we lot.
Lynnwood Estates,
570,000 753 6561
39R 1 bath log home, 1250
sq ft central Ws. vaulted
ceilings great room with
fir•place, patio area,
$62,700 489 6075

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days PVI

753-9224

For All Your
Building Needs
& Repairs

Dr. Mary Brocringnicycr
Chiropractor
fur att applititrui•tit

Years Exporlonco
For Free Estimate Call

MURRAY

753-2962
Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
'We Swot,* It Clearing'
Vinyl S•ding • Homes • Mobile i4ontes • Bois • Brick
David Borders

15

492-8723 -yir-pyLeave Message

'

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
-• Your Source For Metal Roofing!. SIding
,
•
I fr.=
ie. • VI•
.1 D. •
•t,

Phone (502) 7594734

3BR duplex for sale
753-7947

Commercial Waste

3BR duplex for sale
753 5114

I)isposal

3 ROOM house on
120x150 lot at 1616 Firmer. 2 blocks to uneven*,
PUPPIES, male a female rentable at $200 .
born June 9. ready July 14 753-0631
Mother Rat Toner, not reAVOID Makers cost, 3br 2
gistered. weighs 64 lbs. bath with large yard & storfather Chiluahua ream age.etai on 121N
treed weighs 910s $25/ta 480-2296
Also male Chilushua registered. la mos old Won- FOR Investors 2812 lie ft
derful pet must be to good new duple, Fall Brook
Sub Rental income
home, $125 436 5590
St100/ino Price e123 000
ROTTWEILER purebred 492 86141 or 782 7221
puppies Ready ei ?weeks
Two lernaas $150 each, 4 IMMEDIATE possession
3br beck ranch teal at
males $200 each
awned garage in town
436 6083
Phone tor apponerient to
see this nice home Priced
in tie low SO s 733723*
R•ai
beau
NEW 3tir homes priced in
HALEY APPralulf Service 70 s & 80s financing avast
Bob Haley state certified abie eni coresder Pada
7333672 OW Spin
Cal 4/9 2266

STIII MEADOWS
CONSTEICTIO1

!FT
r

kefuie•

All Typ•-•

1-800-585-6033
!lief Slewnrt.

S1:itin •.'r

KTN CARPET CLEANING

1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the 800 number fast When
Jo Captor
you hear • recorded message
Roos Niro
enter the Access Code 85

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Yipur Polory ray lee%
ni the fleilietible0

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

,
are rnii1en.114;-eir the tied le eel,thee Meths
Voir Joe. ni4 pas SkWiie, part A Still in r.Ift it
Call in. lot meter inhirrnati.w,
fr virMi i 11
FREE I tux lei it I AIM Ill

44-40-....-44...
-.. "'''••••••••••••••••••

a.m.-5

p.m

- Dial Now

—

Advertise Here,

..

Catper • Upholstery

753-7890 s

WhO'Ci, ,yf'oStort the Vieeki:

Did you know

you could advertise a
double spot here for
only '12 per week?

Wed YVv-a
for
Ask for Karen or Melissa

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

41.

10
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SOAT• 11.1 'eel cell lot
Mee era birds ea* Able
velem 7•3 3047
SOB $ Puritring Serowe
instiwascr and repay al
gi•aranitt•il
713 1134 co 436 S1132

P.

i

=
Hi.

NM=

4•

l

LEWIS Emanet Ctair.pq
Nemo inebio none.
Ono 6 ertyt
RV a ssannalla bee sob

team 1507)7453 4490
LICENSED tor etactrc and
gas 713 7303

1

ROCAV Glee Owe Ns
pas plisialing mairig aal
gee
esa • allMaits
trend 11 elabia her its
pp,' Pre. osbaiistas
474 7307

ROOP
awd pavane
,
,
St.a..DER nee homes ail MS GENERAL CON- rawer were,se is,
Ocoee wages naming STRUCTION • INUNTE- issitlywnce 10% deciatrit
swing at 62 a seam It NANCE carpentry pant saner csetans 4740107
Sorry no roost. or menet ing eitctrIcal siding ore, SEAMLESS aunots In
Al $ •
maiwrT.p p
ain
apt
siMsd resalareil at com
53 C/SC3
1502/439 2919 fa. or mean Santal Cailler Co
7536433
11.1Sresi/C.r..01G Gardens modem wail
proeso cssaed tl•ftitelly$ MOOD VS motor meat SUREWAV Tree • Stump
itt•O•CI 110.t Jones pc' 6,p and d•hriery
litenceal insured uses lug
43' 4C3C
7S3 5668
be* Cl owipnWint Fre* iNg
111:05.4•40GC.ING Wad* MULCH dawered Moray bmasos Day or night
753 5414
eon wen mowing•see area £316 $560
doming 4119 2077
THE Guar Co Samaras
PAtteTilsG ast est ail
CARP( T & Uphoistery types of hoe,flow free aluminum goats vansty
cifian•tvg Special 025 00 estimates Call an rano or' colon Licensed in
used Ewes. readabe
pee tour*. •t.. ScolchGard 436 5032
750 4690
a
r..,•orior.r,ng
PANTING & dacoraang
/ 5C: 436
TODD Roofing Irm oss
Mrsisspenance Ida good maws Cal 492 9657 day
aPOir S• GSM and eat Angaia Montgomery
or night
Specaa saes tor 437 4706
h.:an* Does RVs
WALTER'S Connecting.
a-o irk E ...-Ap‘or4 pow PL0.G repartee, Rein Conant Walters. ~wt is
...b traCsiont sane day secy.°. Cal bac. Vinyl siding panong
•.
;
/
1
4>, '14 "Sa 4664 436 5255
decks aOcksons roohng
S C6..stom cyar PRESSURE washing wirtyt 20yrs enerionce •••
ow,g
Wes dads noises hese pairs trim mates 753 2502
eternises CM QS 2375
Nagiong
WOOD VCR repairing
•.•
•Itt, rn•I•S
vor s camcorders microREMODELING and mix
SL: 42SE:2
enc. mows Cal us for al waves Mon Fn 9-12. 1 5
CHOY Chun Chimney your constructors Me& tree ostmaes 753-0530
P o '59 1771
Sweeps r:as '
7% sector •
•
iecour
W. 6.4
aips 4
,
4 screens

13Se
CC,NSERTOPs cusacim
mom es _ tr &ion offices
s Recovery Murray
436 SW
C..".".".C..-‘41.1S
and Coceng Sweat Corn
petit IRS:41454:111 and MN
Cal Gary at
• c•
'5i a'54

aari sew Npli BTO/he

r../'
;
.te

trnadc

[kat Edoor
ThC fint and most mrpornsm teacher aany dukTs We is the parent."
Head Start believes thin by providing advance. wammg. support. and

upporturuues to the mesa that not only will the parent grow. but the chakl.
enure faintly. and C'flWuI v.111 benefit.
Some ways for this to happen we by parents volumeenng in the
classroom, attending puTnt trauungs and whool social 11CUvilieS, and
parucapating in the Preschool Parent Group meetings. This yew has been a
big success for both the Murray and Calloway Preschool/Head Stan
centers. TV volunteer hours have increased 65 percent from last year
We credit this growth partly to the Patent Store. The Patent Store was
mutated as an incenuve to all parents in both the Calloway and Murray
Preschool/Head Stan centers who volunteered. For each how a parent
volunteered. they would receive a Head Stan buck and then were able to
purchase items front the Parent Store. The store was opened three umes this
year.
Without the support of this community, this would not have been
possible. I would like to send out a very special thank you to the numerous
businesses, tridis icluals, and factories for their cash coranbuuons and
merchandise donauons. This enabled the Parent Store to provide needed
products for our families.
Again with great gratitude. thanks.
Torus Casey
Parent Involvement
Murray/Calloway Preschool/Head Stan
208 South 13th St., Murray. Ky. 42071

Pee Twin;
nee FY**

Latsarr;

:4 *CV Sirra

'41: *en;

Letter of Appreciation

Tree Service D'aav sme

It63;ft

Lir Haling Et
Dined & Operated By TIM
Lociansed d Insured

LAMB

CUSTOM bufktonnoi and
Coca/Nos won septic 6Y11
tee* 354 a'6' &ler 400,
i-sorace Srsoiar

502436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

CWA.flr•s"
,*
paws additsons and brow
rç ceoings "S..) 4761

STORM DAMAGE?? Couple takes to the road

CA.B.".ET RE
Mase
Old
;A
sr?,Favssca Al
,era •st,mates
z,.:, s '
,.e s Recovery 1.11.stay

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding

Pictured at a local restaurant are, left to right, Warren and Helen Boughton
and Mary and Art Ferreira.

searching for Fremonts

by Helen Boughton
Special to the Ledger
FnencLs of Helen and Warren
01V 436 SS6L1
Boughton, Mary and Art Ferreira,
7,ee
former residents of Freniont. Calif.,
••--41 5C: 436 5744
Call Maurice
have just enjoyed a reunion
S '•ee S. icie tree
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685
together.
•••
t•asa
,ornta.
Helen and Mary have been close
•ic 436 2269 Para
through their efforts in Epsifnends
LARRY S Sewall Engine
Sigma
Alpha International Sorlon
R•pasf Serocars and reority in California for about 25
.•
a —a..es and mod
s ..rezeres cao
years. Among many other projects,
sass a "...yews Pror-Ipt
thçy are deeply committed to St.
CUSTOM 113V041O1 CAMINIEVI
•
cat re se,.ces aut
CIAVOSI soctattottouric
J& Children's Research Hospital.
• ;.--warteed t.! over
Al Types Of:
The hospital was started by Danny
**Defence P4;1
•
Thomas, whose goal was to make it
CUStOrIl Woodworking
• de. •,),ware SUL
and
4;: 643' after 54wri
possible for every child to be free of
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
- : &SAS
0
cancer.
• croc By Are Sop Our Strywoorn •
Mary and Art are visiting Frematio NI
Ma Susie,
Ilsourif &owe ifeefl
1
,
mont cities around the United
e; 436 2526
753-5940
States. The Ferrciras currently live
,A w S
mowed
in Valley Springs, Calif. Mrs.
•
Ferreira retired in 1986 after working for the city of Fremont for 28
years.
With retirement for both Mary
and An, they decided to "trailer
travel throughout the United States
from the Pacific to the Atlantic and
back to California."
At a City of Fremont retired
only eight tricks with little hope of a
runth He knew that if he attempted employees luncheon meeting last
to give up a club trick early in the year, a member of the Fremont
play in order to establish the suit, Historical Society asked the Fer.; 7
the defense would be in position to reiras to take a 30 year history book
• Al
run five or six heart tricks.
of California's Fremont to other
+ A K 7 ti
Rut South considered the matter Fremonts they y•ould visit during
‘4-1a
EAST
carefully and,after a while,came up their trip. So far, the Ferreiras have
a
4
•K 10 9 r) 3 with an ingenious scheme to steal
been able to visit nine other FreK
•
the contract At trick two, he led the
monts.
•-A
• 4Th
three of hearts'
The book they arc presenting is
4
4
This apparently suicidal play
called
"A 30 Year History of Fre.411)t
worked cut just as declarer had
(17' 3
• 1 .1
hoped West did not go up with the mont." Fremont. Calif. was incor•,7, 4 3
a,e of hearts, which would have porated in 1956 when five small
•K
104
settled S..uths hash immediately, districts formed the one city.
In 1980 a history of the city was
but made the normal play of the
r.hdciing
.)9
queen East. forced to win the trick written. City officials, old time
,,rth East
South West
with the king, returned a diamond
residents,city employees and many
29•
2 NT .i•
Declarer took it in his hand,led others contributed their thoughts
3 NT
the nine of clubs and ducked it to and memories to be included in the
spade.
lead — eight
East The party was now over. After history book. When the five comIlistiirs dive...not re.i.ird the de•
East won with the queen and re- munities decided to become a city,a
• ' • • I 7 i played ...me vear‘ turned another diamond, declarer
ag • ••• .• • ••••:.: nave to Ir‘e remem, finished with ten tric ks consist mg of
the name of Anonv
tvo)spades. four diamonds and four
clubs
a.t.11,•vt %s ere pla eg weak
South had realired that West's
;u7- ; • • • ivfFst stwospade heart holding could not very well
tud
"My to harass his include the A-K-Q or he would have
vu.n.•ra!•.r .T;knent. West s three
led the suit originally Declarer thereneart hi w.,s more of the same
fore placed East with a singleton
rhese tact 11‘
. proved successful, howhonor which he hoped was the king
ever. het .11U-41' they jockeyed North- (or ace)
South into a poor three notrump
West could have saved the day,of
contract
course. but how many players do you
United Way
West led a spade and South won know who would have gone up with
with the jack l)eclarer could see the ace of hearts at trick two"
'
k """•
\e"Ilrir
hltse.1 • 511
Tomorrow Playing according to the odds
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Fret Estimates

decision had to be made on a name
for the city. The name "Fremont"
was selected because of the area's
association with General John C.
Fremont.
The General scouted in the area
and it is reported that he camped in
the Mission San Jose area, which
became pan of the City of Fremont.
The Ferreiras headed for the East
Coast from Murray and expect to
see a few more Fremonts before
they turn their trailer westward for
the return trip home to California.

HOROSCOPES
It'AU A1
IL 1.0
41.• %tour prrutitaiiied %Lid. kale IN‘on ioro.iIpe hw.ed on P.150 own
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twill • All 1 91N 1-91os "'Vs low phone .oinpans will hill %ou ,414
.etti• ininus('
ii %IBM NININI)%1! IN THF
-t.
it tit I Ot R LIFE:
I I
RGO I Aug. 21-Sept. 221: A
I —.it to.c 1.1.1 speed ..011W Catlett desire for excitement or change
rot thkilt• toot* liii the teal"' Steer could alienate someone at work or
•1..-a..1 flown. LAI %mune. BU•itic•• home Do not take on too mans
and banking affairs taste you and .hallenges at one time Reduce
out tannl% Valuable support will
hitusehold clutter
he .1% astable when you need it mou
I.11111.% (Sept 23-Oct 22): Disnee.allSe people. cuss your goals with a respected
1/1.1•• .11.4a!.
'hell •oninirms and quibbles w ill ad% iser and welcome constructise
only •lois you down A Rimini', ads ice It is important not to take
i('union is likels neyi spring
any crito. isms personally. Self1.1.1..BRI I 1111 HORN ON reliame and ingenuity will help you
I His I)tTE: songwriter Lionel edge out the competition.
hie. a,tress Oly mpia Dukakis.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-No'.. 21):
poi, %Ingo ty ndi lauper. pianist Past efforts are rewarded with a
.111.
Anil!
legal agreement or special job
%RIES %larch 21 -April 191: arrangement. The publishing, adverou will achiese better results bv tising and tourism fields would all
viorking at J slow but steady pift't:
benefit from your talents. Look for
Do •our homework diligently
new outlets for your organizational
41, hen dealing with an older person skills.
ho is ill or ahsent-ininded. be
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
patient
211: Plan a family gathering that
1 St RI S lAptil 20-May 20): will bring together relatives who
.ould P.S Oa to OUT have not seen each other in a long
ads aniage nov.. Trust a hunch: wu
time. N'our home will look larger if
mai he able to dig up hidden infor- sou weed out non-essential items.
mation. Loved ones will he under- Sell unwanted furniture.
standing if you explain your busy
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
schedule.
19): A problem you thought solved
May 21 -June 20): A may need another look. The press of
%initial chat with your mate or part- business could make a temporary
ner will make things go better. separation necessary. Be a good
Admit your faults. Consulting an sport. A disappointment is a blessaccountant or banker will help you ing in disguise. Thank your lucky
cut through mane red tape. Travel is stars!
fa% tired. Renew your passpon.
AQUARIUS (lan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Growth aspects point to a business
Although going into business for expansion or upsurge in popularity.
yourself is very tempting. you may You enjoy a new feeling of welllack the necessary backing. Seek the being. Spend more time in the great
advice of a trusted friend or former outdoors. Fresh air and exercise do
employer,— you could fund a willing wonders for the psyche!
partner.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The You can now make valuable coninfonnation you gather now points nections left and right. Be candid
out the need for a new enterprise or about your enthusiasm for a creative
community campaign. Take full project. Large-scale ventures enjoy
advantage of your social contacts. highly favorable influences. EmoMake a greater financial and ern"
tional ties look stable for now. Be
tional commitment to a worthvkhile considerate.

PM

TODAY'S CHILDREN are kind-hearted, polite and eager to do the
right thing. Parents will be surprised if these once obedient yoUngsters turn
unto rebellious adolescents.

Noon Buffet (m-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - s2.95-Aduit • $2.65-s.
• 2 Meats • 4 Vegetables • 2 Rices

Daily Chinese Dish -

Roll • Dessert

$2.55

starting
• Entree • Egg Roll • Rica - Sesame Seed Wing

Ho's Kitchen
Hwy 641 S • Murray. Ky • (502)753 3788 (502)753-5986
7 Days A Week • 6 am -2 pm 5 pm 10 pm

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON
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Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
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400 tederingsVild. • lawny • 7601111
Owner.- Ramie"NMI• Oasvall

***** *

* * * AIL * * * *

Monday-Friday 8:00-8:00
Saturday 8:00-6:00
•

Sunday 1:00-5:00
No Appointment Nivessary Call 759-9811

Ws your little secret. Beautiful,
hiohlights that vivo your hair doh
color and dimension. Who would
guess We not natural? And at
15% oft the regular prim Ws a
*bong you won't want to hoop
under you hat
For the salon nearest you.
14100-542-5555..
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DEAR READER The Niorplant s‘s
tern a neo and efficwnt form of con
traception consists of six flexible cap
sules containing small amounts of a
progestm female hormone When the
capsules are inserted beneath the
skin of the upper arm the hormone
slowly diffuses into the body arrest
ing mutation and thickening the
mucus in the cervix thereby prevent
ing contraception \orptant is left in
place for fi%e years after which the
old capsules are remmed and if
appropriate. new ones are implanted
Thousands ot women ha%e success
fully used the system
Nonetheless there are potential
complications For example. menstru
al bleeding irregularities are corn
mon. these usually diminish with con
tinued use
More serious. but rare complied
lions include growths resembling
cysts on the ovaries ectopw pregnan
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In addition \orplant is similar to
oral contracepti%e• in that it can
cause headache ansiety dirtiness
rash IA eight gain and other •tte
effects
fl% buds who take• medication ot
an% t%pe must weigh the risk benefit
ratio This is also true with Norplant
%omen *ha contemplate has mg
\orplant insertions niu•t carefull%
consider the pro. and tons su. h
%omen should fTlet1 tth their gyne
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the drug s otniou• ad%antages as well
as its potential drawbacks Then each
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Harold Doran. twc president
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. 12-Jan.
ght solved
te press of
emporary
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minister of First United Methodrst Church. Murray
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs William Mark
Vincent. June 1 1
Dr and Mrs Als in Ii Kopper•
ud were marled 50 )oC.11111, .11171C
I
Torn!, _tear% ago
Bobby G. Scott of Calloway
County has enlisted in the United
States Marine Corps He will
start actisc duty Aug 26 at Parris
Island. SC.
Laurie Beatty. 1975 graduate
of Murray High School. is repre•
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MHS and the state of
Kentucky in the Natsortal ForsenLeagee Nauonal Speech Tour
nattier% at Indianapolis. hid
The annual Murray Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen
Pageant sponsored by Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's
('lub. will be July 14 at the Jay
ccc Fairgrounds Bobs Stewart
Hopper will be the emcee
0 B Varlet is pwtured with a
catfish. weighing 20 pounds eight
sensing

ounses. that he saught while fish
mg with A pole on Kentusks
I ale
earl ago
Armed robbers held up a Martin Oil Company station at Main
and Second Streets. Murray.
about 10 Is p ni As Bill Ftherton
was closing the station for the
night on June 17 A large amount
ol cash and shesks were taken bs
the robbers
This was masher
tend, published prior to this date
under FOrt) )ears ago on 'WIC
15)
Airman Jimmy
son of Mr and Mrs Burt I. Wil
hams. and Airman Ronald Jones.
son of Mr and Mrs Milton E
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WHAT HAPPENS IF A

006 DOESN'T LIKE THE
FAMILY WES LIVING WITH?

ON THE OTHER
HANO, HE'D
OrTER STAY
MARSHAL OF THEIR ANNUAL PARADE FAIRLY CLOSE
TO THAT 5VIIER
5‘4
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DEAR LOOKING: Although
the idea of inviting all of your
father's lady friends tic dinner
at once might be very entertaining. it would drise a wedge
between you and your father
that even Reit) couldn't Manic.
fact unr - so shelve it.
You are within your rights tee
ask your father to come alone
on certain occasions.
•••
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DEAR DIVORCING: When
you became engaged. your
fiance jay.. you a diamond. It
wan not a loan; it wsui• gift. The
same holds true for your wed•
ding hand.
However. if the set is a family
heirloom. I would return it. If it
Isn't and your husband continues to refuse to sign the papers.
let the judge decide.
• • •
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. June 19, the 170th day of 1995 There are 195
EL.PAO
days left in the year
Ne
Today's Highlight in History:
• •t
On June 19, 1953, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg -- convicted of passing U.S. atomic secrets to the Soviet Union - - were executed at Sing
Sang Prison in Ossining. N.Y.
On this date.
In 1586. English colonists sailed from Roanoke Island. N C after
failing to establish England's first permanent settlement in America
In 1862, slavery was outlawed in U.S. ternuxies
CALVIN and HOBBES
In 1910, Fathers Day was celebrated for the first time. in Spokane.
Wash.
In 1934, the Federal Communications Commission was created
In 1945, 50 years ago, millions of New Yorkers turned out to cheer
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, who was honored with a parade
In 1952, the celebrity-panel game show "I've Got A Secret" made
its debut on CBS-TV with Garry Moore as host.
0101000 11
er.1.;-.
)
In 1961, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a provision in MaryJandI constitution requiring state oiriceTders to profess a belief in
fle
li4TES
God.
In 1963, Soviet cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova returned to Earth
after spending nearly three days as the first woman in space.
In 1964, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was approved after surviving
an 83-day filibuster in the U.S. Senate.
•A'
ONO
In ,1977. Pope Paul VI proclaimed a 19th-century Philadelphia
bishop, John Neumann, the first male U.S. saint.
Ten years ago: On day six of the hijacking of TWA 847, an ABC
News reporter was able to bnefly interview the planes pilot. John L.
FOR ALL THE TIME
FAT CELLS NEED Elf,HT FULL
I CAN'T TAKE THE RED EYE -1 If I DON'T KT A FULL
Testrake. who said from his cockpit window, "We're OK." In El SalKm SPEND LOOKING AT
WORT'S SEEEP, ru_ MAKE UP
HOURS OF SLEEP TO RELAX
TO MILWAUKEE BECAUSE I
' WOMEN'S BONES THEY 4
vador, leftist guerrillas shot and killed 13 people, including six AmeriAND DISPERSE, WHICH IS
ONE 5ttE Too 816 FOR THE
NEED TO WEAR THE TAUPE
KNOW A850LUTEL"ii NOTH- ) cans, four of whom were U.S. Marines.
WHY WE WEIGH LESS f a THE
801T0A1 HALF OF THE SUIT.
SUIT M`.1 FIRST Dfl`f THERE.
NG ABOUT THEM
DA ALREADY
MORNING
Five years ago: Opening statements were presented in the drug and
PACKING THE TAUPE SUIT
perjury trial of Washington D.C. Mayor Marion S. Barry Jr. (Barry
TO ACCOMMODATE AIRPLANE,
was later convicted of a single count of misdemeanor drug possession.
BLOAT...IA NOT GOING UP
and sentenced to six months in prison.)
ANOTIIER SIZE FOR SLEEP
One year ago: Former President Jimmy Carter, just returned from
DEPRIVATION!'
LOST ?.?
North Korea, said he believed the costs with Pyongyang was over following talks with North Korean President Kim II Sung on how to
resolve the nuclear issue.
Today's Birthdays: Fomer U.S. Sen. Alan Cranston is 81. Movie
critic Pauline Kacl is 76. Actor Louis Jourdan is 74. Sen. Howell Heflin is 74. Actress Nancy Marchand is 67. Actress Gens Rowlands is
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
59. Nobel peace laureate Aung San Suu Kyi is 50. Rock singer Ann
Wilson is 44. Actress Kathleen Turner is 41. Singer-dancerTHAT'S HOW A TEEN f KNOW,BUT SHE
OH JH1I f‘N.WHAT WHAT HPPPE-NED?
E.142ABEIT-I,rp LIKE
choreographer
Paula Abdul is 33.
GEM AccEFTS
NEEDS some
\Ito TO GO A LIME
Pe6LXtM?!wHR1
OH,NicgithG
CRITICISM
Thought for Today: "Our ignorance of history causes us to slander
EASIER ON APRILexiNA ArrtmrioN ASCOT my SIDE?
RIGHT NCX.11 -PTV
our own times." — Gustave Flaubert, French author (1821-1880).
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DEAJt READER.: In my Sunday. June 4, column, I included
• very moving poem titled -A
Prayer for Children." It was
sent to me by 1)ena C. Young of
Concords N.C., who added, "I'm
sorry. I don't know who wrote
Early that Sunday morning, I

received this fax:
DEAR ABBY The prat...r town'
you included in today's eirlumn was
written by schoolteacher Inn .1
Hugh. and is included in Marian
Wright Edelman's wonderful book.
"The Measure of Our Success. A
Letter to My Children and Yours'
When I read your column, the
poem jumped out at me I first heard
it reed aloud by Minim gieveral years

ago when she was an Hollywood trt
ing la ratal the profile of children's

mute in general, and The Children•
Defense Fund in particular
I was so moved, I asked permission to use it in •Knot's Landing'
The character Mack MacKenzie,
played by Kevin Dobson, recited it
whole waiting for news of a child's
medwail condition )
I keep a stack of comas on hand,
and give them away whenever I
think someone may lw helped. aa I
wacky reeding it.
BERNARD LECHOWICK.
LOB ANGELES
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Harold R. Osborne

Mrs. Geanette Tucker
Mrs (Jeanette Tacker. 44. Murray. died Saturday. June 17. 1995. at
5 30 a m at Murray-Calicmay County Hospital Hcr death was from
injuries sustained 111 • Walk accident on Friday
A member of Lake-Land Apostolic Chun.h. she was an employee of
D./k D Shoe Company. South Fourth Street. Murray She was burn
July 22. 1950
Sursivors include her husband. Hubert J Tucker. two daughters.
Mn Taboha Walatkiewig. Rt I. Farmington. and Michelle Tucker.
Murray. he: mother. Mrs Helen Carillo, Murray, her motheson-law.
Mn lickn Tucker. Rt I. Farmington
The funeral will be Tuesday at II am in the .11apc1 of J H Churchill Funeral Home The Rev James Cain will officiate. Burial will
follow in Salem Cemetery near Lynn Grose
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p m today (Monday)

Harold R Osborne. 5*. Rt. 4. Murray. died Friday. June 16. 1995.
at 3 25 pm at Baptist Central Hospital. Memphis. Tcnn
An Air Force veteran of Korean Conflict, he had been a police dispatcher for the City of Murray. He was a member of South Pleasant
Grove l'nitcd Methodist Church and of Fraternal Order of Police
Born July 1. 1936. in Lincolnshire Township. Ohio. he was the son
of Ethel Heuick and the late Everett R Osborne
Sursisors include his wife, Mrs. Jeanette Cooper Osborne, to whom
he was married on Oct II, 1969; one son. James David Osborne.
Murray, his mother. Mrs Ethel Hetrick. Rt. 4, Murray; parents-in-law,
Earl and Gracie Cooper. Hazel; several brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law.
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate.
No sisitation will be scheduled.

Walter Hopkins
Walter Hopkins, 77. Itt I. Almu. died Saturday. June 17. 1995. at
10 36 a m at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
A retired employee of Murray Disown of the Tappan Company, he
was a member of Higher Praise Worship Center. and an Army seteran
of World Was 11
Born July 22. 1917. in Harlan County. he was the son of the late
McKinky Hopkins and Bessie Russell Hopkins.
Sias'soli include his wile. Sirs Jean Penney Hopkins. to whom he
was mooned on Dcc IS. I45. three sons, Ron Hopkins and wife.
Gracie. and John Hopkins. Kt I. Alino. and Bobby Hopkins and wife,
Kim. Benton. two sisters. Mrs Edna Brock, Caldinwi, and Mrs. Lena
AtcDonald and husband. Joe. Frankfort; foe grandchildren! Keith,
Scott. Brett. Ronda and Trou Hopkins. three stepgrandchildren, Jimie
Perry. and Justin and Jenny Hanks one great-grandchild, Emily
Hopkins
The funeral will he Tuesday at 11 m in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray The Res E F Clere and the Res. Gene Gilliland will officiate Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p m today (Monday).

Mrs. Fannie Mae Nichols
The funeral for

Mrs Fannie Mae Nichols will he today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of. Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Res. Jerry Norsworthy will officiate Sirs. Oneida White will be organist.
Pallbearers will be Eddie Newherrs. Stese Newberry, Gary Nichols.
Carl Garland, Floyd Garland and Matthew Hamilton, active; David
Thompson, Donnie Chil,:utL Charles Thompson, Greg Newberry, and
Sammy Todd. honorary Burial will follow in Ratterree Cemetery.
Mrs Nichols, 87, Southsidc Manor. Murray. died Friday. June 16.
1995. at 5 50 p m at Murray -Calloway County Hospital. She was the
widow of Mathie Nichols.
She was a member of Blood Riser Baptist Church. Born in Henry
County. Tenn.. she was the daughter of the- late Ed Todd and Beulah
Clayton Todd
Sursisors include one daughter. Mrs. Robbie Shields and husband,
Omer. Murray; one son, J.W. Nichols. Sandwich. Ill.; two sisters, Mrs.
Viola Little, Murray. and Mrs. Vona Reaguse, Plano. 111.; 12 grandchildren. 24 great-grandchildren.

•

At the National Great Blue Heron Award ceremony were(from left to right)Bill
Baughman, Westvaco Vice-President and Timberlands Division Manager;
Tom Bennett, Commissioner, Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources; Dave Hartley, Westvaco Vice-President and Manager of the Fine
Papers Mill at Wickliffe, KY; Chuck Matheny, Manager of Westvaco's
Timberlands Division Central Region; Geoffrey Haskett, Assistant Regional
Director for Refuges and Wildlife for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
Atlanta; Mike Boatwright. Chairman. Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission; Tom Young, Deputy Cornmissioner,
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources. The Blue Heron Award
Is presented annually by the North Amencan Waterfowl Plan Committee. This
International organization (Canada-United States-Mexico) is dedicated to
adding six million new acres of waterfowl nesting and feeding habitat, and
restoring a fall flight of 100 million ducks by the year 2000. Westvaco is one of
only two corporations to receive this year's award.
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Fred D. Barton
Graveside rocs for Fred D. Barton were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Farmington Cemetery. The Rev. Harry Yates and the Res. Larry Duffer
officiated.
Pallbearers were J.B. Whitt, Wilburn Dowdy, Eugene Manning.
Tommy Noel. Rodney Newsom and Jerecll Mullins. Byrn Funeral
Home. Mayfield, was in charge of arrangement.
Mr. Barton, 78, Rt. 7. Mayfield, Farmington community, died Friday. June 16, 1995. at 6:10 a.m. at his residence.
A member of Eastwood Baptist Church, Murray, he was co-owner
of Lora's Treasure Hut, a retired mechanical engineer, and an Army
veteran of World War II.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lora N. Barton; two daughters,
Mrs. Patricia Workman and Mrs. Nancy Goin, Brookville, Ohio; one
sister, Mrs. Evelyn Bange, Pennsylvania; six grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
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Mrs. Evelyn
Wright
Mrs. Evelyn Wright, 78, Hardin, died Saturday, June 17, 1995,
at 12:25 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband,
Bennie D. Wright; one son,
Robert Wright, Benton; one
brother, Joseph Leonwitz, Chicago, 111.; three grandchildren, Jen-rtifer-flandirefferf Jones and
Bobby Jones, all of Benton; one
great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Joe Thorn
will officiate. Burial will follow
in Benton Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

A professional extraction cleaning process at a fair price. We
leave your carpets brighter, softer and can protect with
Scotchguard carpet treatment. What more could you ask for?

Class A
Carpet Cleaning & Building Maintenance

Roger Moredock

474-8339

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For )our Convenience Nosy Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
m-t- 9 a.m.-11 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-S p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2180

SUBSCRIBE
-

June 30
thru July 4

Celebrate the
Fourth ofJuly at
Freedom Fest'95

(5 Big Days of Super Fun and Great Entertainment)
Something For Everyone...
*Antiques
*Parades
*Fireworks
*Arts & Crafts

*Concerts
*Street Fair
*Pageants
*Family Night

*Pet Show
*x.hibits
*Golf Tournament
*And much, much more!

For schedule of events or more information, call 759-2199, stop at
Freedom Fest Headquarters, Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Center-Hwy.641 N, or write Freedom Fest, Box 190,
Murray, KY 4207L
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Ladies'- Young Men's
SALE STARTS TOMORROW AT 9 A.M.
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